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ABSTRACT

The Internet is a collection of networks used by a large number of computers. It
enables the rest of the world to reach our computers and vice versa. Its primary purpose
was to provide a communications infrastructure to the army rather than the public
communication channels. This kind of communication channel is significantly changing
the traditional computing way and even our daily life. One of the major concerns
associated with the Internet today is its security. Since the Internet was created with the
major reason of easiness in sharing information. Over 10 years ago, the Internet has
been subject to pervasive security attacks. There are a large collection of threats
affecting the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the information throughout the
Internet. There are a large number of users who are vulnerable to attacks, because most
of them are not aware of the danger of the attacks, and do not truly understand the
importance of security. Sometimes they just think that a good password is the total
answer for the security.
This report attempts to investigate the different areas of Internet security, which
comprises definition of Internet and security; attackers; threats; and proposed solutions
from the past till now. And this also provides the basic steps for making security to the
users, not only general users and corporate users but also the Internet suppliers or
providers and government.
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Nowadays, due to advancement of computer technology, computer systems play a
very important role in our society. With the advancement of the computer network,
including Internet, LAN, and other kinds of networks, there are many security concerns
growing with these kinds of networks. Nevertheless, the Internet seems like one of the
most interesting points to be aware of. Since the Internet has become a part of our lives,
it has been used for personal, business, or even national purposes. In the other way,
there is a great deal of data and information in the Internet being used for a variety of
purposes. There are many service functions including, general usage such as WWW
(World Wide Web), Gopher, IRC (Internet Relay Chat), FTP (File Transfer Protocol)
and electronic mail services.
World Wide Web (WWW) is "all the resources and users on the Internet that are
using the Hypertext Transfer Protocol".
All information and data around the world can be searched via the WWW. Most
of the Internet users definitely know the benefits and how to use WWW. It includes
web sites, web pages, and home pages that collect information held in multimedia and
texts form on the Internet.
"Gopher is like a menu system that helps the users find resources by searching its
comprehensive index but it unfortunately is not able to display graphical
information."In other words, gopher systems are going to be replaced by the new
applications, which can provide information to the users in both text and graphic. This
can be referred to ZDWEBOPEDIA they said "With the ascendance of the Web, most
Gopher databases are being converted to Web sites which can be more easily accessed
via Web search engines."
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Internet relay chat (IRC) is one of most popular client/server chatting programs
allowing many users to chat over the Internet without any delays in communication.
Nowadays, there are many kinds of chatting applications. But most of the chatting
applications today would allow the users to chat only via one-to-one communication.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is another major use of the Internet involving the
movement of file and information via the Internet.

Downloading (transferring files

from a server to the user's computer) and Uploading (transferring files from the user's
computer to the server machine) is the function of File Transfer Protocol. It is a very
useful and important tool for the Internet users.
Inevitably, there is some sensitive information transferred across the network,
therefore one of the major growth issues related with the Internet today is its security.
There are many words from several authors about Internet security. Merenbloom, Paul
said "The internet poses multiple security issues and risks." "Every connection to the
internet holds the potential for security problems," said Lee Bruno, software editor for
Data Communications. Most of the authors agree that the Internet today is not safe
enough if the users do not learn the problems and try to understand the range of security
issues associated with the Internet and Web access.
The Internet is such a communications environment, which was used as a means
of sharing research ideas and documents. Data is no longer transferred point-to-point. It
is transferred from one computer to others. Therefore at any point someone could tap
into the network and "packet sniff'. Packet sniff is "capturing data packets transferring
across the network and decodes them using built-in knowledge of common protocols."
Most of the users would never even know that a breach had arisen. Sensitive
information transferred across the Internet without encryption is at risk. Another
concern is vulnerability.
2

"Vulnerability is a flaw allowing the unauthorized access or use." Vulnerability
may be found in three ways. The most well known way is through a software bug. The
second way vulnerability may arise is from the design itself, which is potentially more
difficult to correct than the first way. The Internet sendmail program is also an example
of this. An authorized intruder could attack a system through sendmail program by
using repetitive mailings (mail spam), which cause a denial-of-service (discussed in
chapter 2). It is an attack designed to make a computer or network incapable of
providing normal services. The third way vulnerability may arise is through a
configuration error. For instance, many vendors ship their software in a "trusted" state,
which is convenient for users, but may also be highly vulnerable to attack.
Configuration errors could include such security problems as system accounts with
default passwords, and with vulnerable services enabled.
Vulnerability seems to be a root of security problems, which destroy the Internet
security of all Internet users.
Another threat to security comes from attackers. "Computer attackers are now
able to steal valuable data by breaking into computers connected to the Internet by many
ways." There are many kinds of attackers including hackers, criminals, and other
attackers that break into computer systems with many different purposes. This will be
returned to in the next chapter.
There are many ways to protect sensitive information across the network. One of
them is authentication and encryption. Only encryption is not enough for protection.
Full protection also demands authentication (discussed in chapter 2). Nevertheless,
encryption has problems itself. "Since once data is encrypted there is no way to use
network analyzers to look carefully into packets." Therefore, it is difficult to track down
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any problem if problem arises. Moreover "encryption eats up CPU cycles, causing the
system to take longer to process IP packets and slowing network throughput."
All in all, there are nowadays a variety of usages in Internet, so many areas of the
Internet security concerns should be aware of. Attacks implemented to the Internet
today and the proposed methods invented for making more security are the important
issues.
1.2

Problems
Because the Internet is an open system technology, it can be easily accessed any

information you want. The problems associated with security of Internet can be listed as
follows.
Internet security problems for general usage
(1)

Valuable data can be stolen from the computers connected to the Internet.

(2)

Sensitive data can be sniffed while it is transferring across the network.

(3)

Modified data by some hackers can discredit the owner of data.

(4)

Data is accessed by unauthorized users, which they might read, modify, or
even destroy of data.

(5)

Users do not have enough education about Internet security so they do not
know how to prevent and maintain the secure system.

(6)

There is no global agreement oflegislation for the Internet issues.

(7)

Unwillingness ofreporting the breach of their system with the reason of fear
of being loss of confidence by their customers and other people.

4

1.3

Scope of The Research
This research is to investigate the current security areas associated with the

Internet. Proposed solutions and a case study are examined by developing and designing
a website which enhances the security on the Internet for a particular company.

1.4

Chapter Review
This chapter provides the readers an introductory story of the advancement of

computer technology and computer systems that makes the Internet become more and
more popular and finally a part of our lives. Many common Internet service functions
widely used today were discussed later. For the next part, the paper talked about the
security of the Internet, which become an important issue on the Internet. It also talked
roughly about vulnerabilities and the roots of these vulnerabilities which includes
software bug, design itself and configuration errors, attackers and some ways to protect
the sensitive information from these attackers were roughly described.
In the middle of Introduction, the security problems arising from general usage on
the Internet were listed into various points and a short conclusion is provided.
In the last part of the chapter, it told the readers the scope of this research. The
report's aim is to investigate the current security areas associated with the Internet
Proposed solutions and a case study are examined by developing and designing a
website which enhances the security on the Internet for a particular company.
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II.

2.1

INTERNET SECURITY ISSUES

Internet Security Issues

Introduction
Because of the variety of attacks to the Internet, security is the main concern of the
Internet today. This part of dissertation tries to educate the reader to the meaning of
basic words relating with Internet security and make the reader have more
understanding of the issues involved. This will start with the definition of the Internet
and what its origins were. The definition of security and the difference between the
meaning of security and protection will be discussed later. Data targeted by attackers is
also briefly explained. The root causes of the security problem, which cause the most
problems, are also described. Finally it discusses the characteristics of attackers of the
system including hackers, criminals, and other attackers; the aim and motivation of
those who want to break into others' system.
"Although academics and industry leaders have long known about fundamental
vulnerabilities of computers connected to the Internet, these flaws have been
accommodated rather than corrected. As a result, we have seen many cases within the
past few years of wide-scale security infractions throughout the network", said Simson
Garfinkel and Gene Spafford in Practical UNIX & Internet Security.
"At one point, if not already, you will be the victim oflnformation Warfare. If not
you, then a member of your family or a close friend. Your company will become a
designated target of Information Warfare. If not yesterday or today, then definitely
tomorrow. You will be hit.".
From the articles above, we immediately can see that Security is a major problem
on the Internet. The thousands of successful break-in attacks over the years are
evidenc~s

for that.
6

2.1.1 Internet Area
( 1)

Internet
The Internet interconnects a very large number of individual and
diverse computer networks. It uses a wide range of telecommunications
media to provide a means of global information interchange which appears
to be independent of the power of the user's computer of where in the world
other systems or databases.
The Internet is the "world's largest collection of networks that reaches
universities, government labs,

commercial enterprises, and military

installations m many countries. Although the Internet connects large
networks, such as those belonging to large communications companies, the
Internet consists primarily of local area networks (LAN s).
The standard method of communication on the Internet is the TCP/IP
protocol model (Transmission Control/Internet Protocol). Nevertheless, the
Internet is increasingly becoming an environment with multiple protocols.
Since the Internet is quickly growing and improving itself from time to time,
it is not easy to define the size. John and Lynch described it as follows:
"The Internet community spans every continent across the globe. The
Internet is so large that its size can only be estimated, and it is evolving so
quickly that its rate of growth can only be guessed."
There are many definitions of the Internet. Nonetheless, every
definition follows a similar line. Internet is the world's largest collection of
networks that reaches everywhere in the world. It also provides a means of
global information interchange and uses of the TCP/IP protocol model
(Transmission Control/Internet Protocol) as the principal communication
7

method. The trend of the growth of the Internet is rising continuously and it
seems not be able to be easily retarded so it will be difficult to determine a
specific amount of its growth. This can be seen from the Figure 2.1 :
Estimated Growth of the Internet
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Growth in Internet Hosts.

Origin of Internet
The Internet was first developed for an experiment that connects all the
computers over a network in order to ensure command and control
communications in the event of a nuclear war. In the 1980s, the number of
local area networks increased significantly and this stimulated rapid growth
of interconnections to the ARP Anet and other networks. These networks
and interconnections are known today as the Internet. In other words, the
Internet was born more than 30 years ago and it served the military purposes
in the first place. While other networks became more popular and are widely
used, the importance of Internet has also been significantly increasing from
the past till present.
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2.1.2 Security Area in Terms of The Internet
(1)

Internet Security
"In the early days of computing, computer security was of little
concern. The number of computers and the number of people with access to
those computers was limited". By the late 1960's, the sharing of computer
resources and information, both within a computer and across networks,
presented additional security problems. This means that the reasons why
there were no serious problems of computer security in the past was because
of the limited number of people who could access those computers
resources and there were only few people who had good knowledge in
computing. Whereas now there are currently many computers, which
facilitate the unauthorised users to do their activities and a number of people
who can interfere and gain access from others' system.
"Disclosure of information was no longer the only security concern.
Added to this was concern over maintaining the integrity of the information.
Governments are primarily concern with preventing the disclosure of
information, while businesses are primarily concerned with protecting the
integrity of the information, although this is becoming less the case".
The real target of the attackers has been information in a computer,
but the computer is like a means toward that information. Cheswick and
Bellovin define computer security to be keeping anyone from doing things
you do not want them to do to, with, on, or from your computers or any
peripheral devices. Using this definition, computers are seen to be targets
that can be attacked, or tools that can be used. From this perspective,
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computer security is distinguished from information security. "Computer
security is not a goal, it is a means toward a goal: information security."
"A computer is secure if you can depend on it and its software to
behave as you expect. This concept is often called trust: you trust the system
to preserve and protect your data." This definition is too broad because the
author might think about all the attacks that can threaten the computer
hardwares, which includes the natural disaster, and so on which is not
relevant to what this paper is wishing to talk about.
The practical definition of a secure computer system is "a system that
can be depended upon to behave as it is expected to." In other words, if any
system does not perform to the users expectations, those systems have no
security. However this might not relate with the system, because sometimes
the user who is the a beginner might not know enough about computers, so
they expect some outputs from the computer but they do not know properly
how to produce that output. Therefore the output they expected would never
come out and they might therefore think that this system has no security.
All the definitions shown above are quite broad and not specific
enough. So there are requirements for more precise definition of security.
Security is concerned about the terms of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. To secure the system we do need to fulfil these three goals of
security.
Confidentiality is defined as privacy and secrecy. It is the requirement
that information will be restricted to only those authorized users and keeps
the information away from the unauthorized users. For instance, in the
banking system, as the customer expect the bank to protect your account
10
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information such as account detail and credit card history. The customers
definitely will not continue to use the service with the bank if they
discovered that your account record were accessible to other people.
Integrity is defined as precision and dependability of information. It is
the requirement that information be protected from alteration. It is very vital
for systems handling such information as financial accounts and medical
record. Moreover, nowadays many websites have been involved about being
breached of integrity, which might discredit to those websites.
Availability is defined as services or resources provided to the user
should always be available whenever the users need it. There is an intrusion,
which violate availability requirement. It is a so-called denial of service,
which will be discussed later.
A Internet security, we might say that the Internet security could be
achieved through completely providing the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of information for authorised users. In other words, Internet
security is preventing attackers from achieving objectives through
unauthorized access and use of computers and networks.
(2)

Protection Versus Security
The terms protection and security might be used interchangeably in
some cases. Most people therefore always misunderstand that the meaning
of security is the same as protection. It is worth talking about that, they
appoint different meanings. "Protection refers to a mechanism for
controlling the access of programs or users to a set ofresources. Security, on
the other hand, refers to a measure of confidence in the policies defined for
the correct (as planned) management of an environn1ent." Thus it is possible
11

to have a weak security policy even when using a very good protection. For
example, a user who systematically implement password as a way to protect
the attack (a strong protection mechanism), but she uses the password the
same as her login name (a very weak security policy indeed)
(3)

Targeted data
Most of the attackers want to gain access to the data of the authorised
users or even the host or server running the service for users. Nevertheless,
the data has different degree of importance and can be displayed or hidden
from the system depending on the particular purposes.

If data is very

important and sensitive, it should not be displayed to the public and should
be kept in a safe place or off-line location. But sometime although the data
is very important, it has to be displayed to the public unavoidably for
convenience. For instance, in case of Internet-facilitated banking, the
customer details, such as the amount of money in their account, need to be
displayed if any customer of a bank wants to check it. But such information
of customer as customers' password, account number should not be shown
on the web pages in any case due to a security reason.
There are two classes of data threats: "compromised information
secrecy is concerned about the user accessing information without
authorisation and compromised information integrity is about modifying
information by unauthorised users"
Non-public data, data not shown to the public, can be compromised by
many different ways and with different purposes. In some cases the
attackers or hackers might want to steal some vital information such as
credit card details, or some technical information and so on. In other cases,
12

some hackers acquire such information and redistribute it just to enhance
their reputation as a hacker.
Not only non-public data is the target for hackers, public data
sometimes is compromised for a particular purpose. Unauthorised
modifications on the public data might make attackers influence others,
which might embarrass or discredit the publisher or data distribution site.
(4)

Roots of Security Problems
There are three roots of security problems, which might be the major
reason for many system break-ins by attackers. Most security scenario gets
the security problem caused by one of the following:
(1)

Problems in System Design and Development
"Problems resulting from errors and omissions occurring in the
system design and development process." These problems point to
design and implementation faults that occur as software developer
design and build a system. In my opinion, all the Operating systems
nowadays have introduced this security vulnerability or some bugs.

(2)

Problems in System Management
"Problems resulting from mismanagement of systems after they
are placed in operational use. This area includes making mistakes in
system configuration; disabling security mechanisms on systems or
failing to establish security management policies, procedures, and
practices." These problems might arise when there is a conflict
between security administration and network administration side. Best
security practices clearly suggest a policy of disabling all connections,
enabling each one only as needs require, whereas network practices
13

indicate that network hardware should be configured to optimise
network bandwidth, blocking network traffic only when necessary.
Therefore, all the system management should design between these
two sides and balance them properly.
(3)

Problems in Allocating Trust Appropriately
"Problems resulting from a failure to accurately assess trust.
This area encompasses situations in which there is an assumption of
trustworthiness

when

no

convincing

evidence

supports

that

assumption." There is often no basis for judging the appropriate level
of trust ones should rely on in the environment. Sometimes although
the users realised that they are connected to the Internet, they fail to
realise that the Internet is connected to them.
2.1.3 Attackers and Their Motivations
Why are there requirements for network security measures? Most of the people
might answer that to protect against attackers.
People attacking computers are attackers. They can do it in many ways or
methods with a variety of purposes.
There are many reasons for attacking the computer security. "Firstly, "joyriders"
are ones playing around with their computers and modems without any extra purposes.
Secondly, they are hazardous criminals breaking into important systems and database
such as military systems or corporate system with the reasons of terrorism or military or
corporate espionage. Thirdly, disgruntled or fired employees, they are looking to take a
revenge on an employer. Finally, hired hackers who break into systems under contract."
This article does not cover all of the reasons for attacking the computer security.
Because one of many important reasons not mentioned in the article might be for
14

financial gam. The attackers might want to break into the computers for personal
financial gain.
Russell and Gangemi presented two broad categories of attackers: "insiders and
outsiders. Insiders include employees, former employees, students, etc. Outsiders
consist of foreign intelligence agents, terrorists, criminals, corporate raiders and
hackers". Can the outsider be an insider? Or can the insider be an outsider? This is an
interesting question, in my opinion it can be both ways. For instance, the corporate
raiders 'Tiight be one of many employees in the company who want to achieve the
financial gain. So what will we call those people, insider or outsider?
There is a simple classification based on three categories: hackers, criminals, and
vandals. They are distinguished by different motivation: The main motivation of a
hacker is obtaining access to a system; the main motivation of a criminal is gain; the
main motivation of a vandal is damage.
Hackers are distinguished because they are more interested in defeating a system's
security rather than for personal gain. Corporate raiders and professional criminals, on
the other hand, are motivated financial gain. Spies and terrorists seek political gain.
Whereas John D. Howard divided attackers into six categories:
In my opinion, these categories are not too broad or too narrow to look at. They
are as follows:
(1)

Hackers - break into computers primarily for the challenge and status of
obtaining access

(2)

Spies - break into computers primarily for information, which can be used
for political gain

(3)

Terrorists - break into computers primarily to cause fear, which will lead to
political gain

15

(4)

Corporate Raiders - employees of one company break into computers of
competitors for financial gain

(5)

Professional Criminals - break into computers for personal financial gain

(6)

Vandals - break into computers primarily to cause damage

Table 2.1.

Attackers

Attackers and Their Primary Motivations.
1iObjectives

iHackers
Status
'.':;:;,;;·

:'Spies

Political Gain

:Terrorists

Political Gain

Can be categorised to
criminals with the
reason of gain

!lcorporate Raiders 'Financial Gain
Professional!\
'Financial Gain
Criminals
·Vandals

In conclusion, there are a number of reasons why the attackers might
want to attack your system. First of all, the attacker may dislike you and
want to annoy and destroy your credit. The attackers might wish to get even
or do something with the purpose of revenge. Secondly, it is a challenge for
the hackers to crack the system, which has never been penetrated. In other
words, it is a sport-like activity for those hackers. Thirdly, profit or financial
gain is another important motivation for the attackers. Curiosity is also a
motivation for many hackers because many hackers might crack the system
just for the sake of curiosity, simple enjoyment, or even away from
boredom. Lastly, political reason is one of many reasons why attackers want
to crack the system. These people might be called hacktivists. "Hacktivists

16
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is the name of people who engage in hacking for the purpose of sending a
political message".
2.2

Internet Security Attacks
An attack is any unauthorized action undertaken with the intent of
hindering, damaging, incapacitating, or breaching the security of your
server.
Attack is sometimes a so-called threat, which is any situation
that is more likely to potentially harm a system. There are a variety of
problems that can occur within the system, including disclosure, destruction,
and also modification of data or even denial of service (inaccessibility to
data or service).
An attack can occur any time that a network is connected to the
Internet. Because some networks are connected 24 hours a day that means
attacks can take place at any time. Nonetheless, "the majority of attacks
occur (or at least commence) late at night relative to the position of the
server." In my opinion, one of major reasons why most attacks occur late at
night is the speed of the network during that specific time. Most attackers
like to conduct their attacks in the period that offer the fast transferring of
the packet transport. That duration might be in the late night or early
morning hours of that server in a particular country, which the majority of
the Internet users do not operate any activities associated with the Internet.
From the above articles, an attack or threat is any unauthorised action or event that

aim to harm the system and can occur anytime. Moreover a successful attack is usually
achieved through both active and passive attacks. "In active attacks, the intruder directly
interact~

with the target system. These attacks involve some modification of the data
17

stream or the creation of a false stream. In passive attacks, the intruder just collects
information without alteration of the data involved."
However, the goal of a fundamental attack is to allow an intruder gaining access
to the victim's system either as a regular user or as the superuser.
Now we can see that a regular user is not only a target, which the attackers are
able to intrude but also includes all the internet users or even a superuser who knows
very well about the Internet.
Various Attacks to the Internet
This report is mainly related to these attacks at basic level. Most of the attacks are
mainly concerned with the paper of Marco de Vivo, Gabriela O.de Vivo, and Germinal
Isern. The attacks being discussed are as follows:
(1)

Password cracking

(2)

Sniffing

(3)

Spoofing

(4)

Hijacking

(5)

Denial of service

(6)

Malicious code

(7)

Mobile code

2.2.1 Password Checking
From the article of John Wack, "password cracking is the most common
technique used to gain unauthorised access". Password cracking seems to be the
most common and basic technique applied to gain the user's access. There are a
variety of reasons that make ones' password able to be cracked. "These factors
include human factors such as short or easily-guessing passwords, export
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restrictions that prohibit using of strong cryptography, incorrect using of strong
algorithms, some implementation flaws including backdoors, bugs etc. "
It might be a better idea to protect the passwords from being cracked by the

attackers by making it difficult to guess and not too short and should be a mix
with numbers and different sizes of characters. Moreover, if it could be used with
strong cryptography and encryption, it will be an even better way to protect the
passwords.
"In total, the intruder appears to have a list of 186, 126 accounts and
encrypted passwords. At the time the password file collection was discovered, the
intruder had successfully guessed 47,642 of these passwords by using a passwordcracking tool." This shows how dangerous of this attack. The intruder could crack
more than 25 percent of those passwords, which were encrypted with normal
password cracking tools.
This attack is quite dangerous because a variety of tools used to conduct the
attacks are available to the public via Internet. Password cracking software and
network-sniffing software are some examples of tools used for password cracking.
2.2.2 Sniffing
Sniffing is the use of a network interface to receive data not intended for the
machine in the same network. It always takes place with computer networks,
which are often based on shared communication channels. "A shared
communication channel is concerned about the ability of the computers to receive
the information that is intentionally sent from another computer in a shared
communication.

Ethernet is a very popular for sniffing due to the shared

communication channels."
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Ethernet protocol operates by sending packet information to all the hosts on
the same channel. This packet contains the address of the destination machine in
the packet header. Only the destination machine with that specific address should
receive the packet. However, there is a mode, which is capable of accepting all
frames, no matter what machine address the frame header determine should get
the packet. This is called promiscuous mode.
Network sniffing involves placing a network card in "promiscuous" mode.
Cards in this mode will accept all the packets that are passing along, even it is not
intended for that particular card.
If an attacker breaks into your network and makes use of network sniffing,

the attacker will be able to log everything that happens on the network. This
means he could see whatever you are doing on the network.
It seems not to be dangerous if someone see the contents of website that is

publicly available to anyone. Unfortunately, it will be very dangerous if an
Internet user is doing something he or she does not wish someone else to know or
see, such as submitting a credit card number and sending a confidential message
to another user across the network.
However, a sniffer has not only been used by attackers, a network
administrator can also use it for resolving a particular problem on the network.
"Fortunately, with the help of a network sniffer, an administrator can do just that.
When users cannot connect to a Web site, sniffing might reveal that the DNS
server is not resolving the Web address into an IP address. Or when the network is
slow, a sniffer can tell you who is eating up all the bandwidth."
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2.2.3 Spoofing
Spoofing 1s another attack approach, which causes security problems to the
Internet user and the entire Internet system. There are many kinds of spoofing which the
attacker can perform.
"In a spoofing attack, the attacker creates misleading context in order to trick the
victim into making an inappropriate security-relevant decision by setting up a false
world that seems to be a real world around the victim. Unfortunately, activities that
seem reasonable in the false world may have disastrous effects in the real world. "
Spoofing attacks create a false environment that makes the users feel that it is a
real environment and finally the user decides to make some important transactions.
"Spoofing basically leads the users to a domain name server with a different or wrong
IP address and thus misdirecting Internet traffic."
This is an example of a spoofing: "you might decide to type in your bank account
number because you believe you are visiting your bank's Web page. This belief might
arise because the page has a familiar look, because the bank's URL appears in the
browser's location line, or for some other reason." This means that people using
computer systems often make security-relevant decisions based on what the presentation
they see. A security-relevant decision is any kinds of decision a person makes that
might lead to unwanted results such as a breach of privacy or unauthorized tampering
with data. These decisions might be, for example, typing in a password or account
number. Contextual presentation is about what a browser presents and that users might
rely on to make decisions. The text and pictures on a Web page might be a factor that
makes the users know where the page came from; for example, the presence of a
corporate logo tells that the page initiated at a certain corporation. People often deduce
what is in a file by its name. For example, is whatis.doc necessary to be the text file?
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The answer is No. In my opinion, it might be another kind of file type, or even a virus
file.
There are many kinds of spoofing, including IP spoofing, DNS spoofing and Web
spoofing. They will be roughly explained in detail as follows:
(1)

IP Spoofing
This is concerned about replacing a real IP address of attacker with an
IP address of the trusted user (the victim) in the system. Therefore, the
compromised server will think that attackers are the authorised user in its
local system. And the server believes all connection from attackers actually
come from a local trusted host. Therefore, the attacker is allowed to conduct
their implementation.

(2)

Domain Name Server (DNS) Spoofing
This techniques is concerned about misleading the Internet user to a
wrong Internet sites by making a compromised DNS server accept and use
incorrect information from a host that has no authority to give that
information. This could be achieved by altering some details in a table used
to verify accuracy for converting a domain name to IP address or vice versa
by the DNS name server. Therefore, a compromised DNS server can direct
the users to connect to illegitimate servers, or deceive servers trying to
verify if an IP address corresponds to the name of a trusted client.

(3)

Web spoofing
Web spoofing is concerned about creating a credible environment but
false copy of the entire World Wide Web by attackers. The false Web is
very similar to the real one or even the same as the real one. Once there is a
victim visiting in the false Web, all network traffic between the victim's
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browser and the web could be seen by the attacker. Moreover, the attacker
can monitor or alter any data going from the victim to Web servers, as well
as controlling all return traffic from Web servers to the victim. This is very
dangerous for any business on the Internet. Since most on-line commerce is
done via forms, the attacker can observe any account numbers or passwords
the victim enters or any details the victim supplies to a false website.
This attack is very dangerous because it could arise even in a secure
connection such secure socket layer. We can see from "It works even when
the victim requests a page via a "secure" connection. If the victim does a
"secure" Web access (a Web access using the Secure Sockets Layer) in a
false Web, everything will appear normal and the secure connection
indicator (usually an image of a lock or key) will be seen by the victim."
This means a false website could also be developed via secure connection
mode. The secure-connection indicator, such as an image of a lock or key,
only gives the victim a false sense of security.
(4)

Hijacking
This type of attack is based on sniffing and IP spoofing. It may be
called as "TCP session hijacking". This technique overcomes the problem in
sniffing in case that if there is a requirement for password authentication,
sniffing will be useless.
Hijacking can avoid the situation where the password authentication is
required by hijacking the connection after the authentication is finished. An
attacker uses the technique of sniffing to watch all victim or legitimate
Internet user's activities. When a victim using telnet, rlogin, ftp and other
non-encrypted utility connects to a remote site through a login name and
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password terminal session, the attacker will wait until the victim finished
the authentication process then he uses the technique of IP spoofing to get
into a target server as a trusted user and hijacks the connection of the victim
afterwards. "It will be even worse if the user has logged into the remote
system as root, then the attacker might use a command to change the
superuser password or add privileged account to the password database.
Therefore, the victim will be unable to login again without contacting
network administrators."
After a hijack was completed, the victim will sees strange prompt and
cannot do anything else so he might try to get a new telnet session or ftp, but
the results fail, resulting from hijacking. This technique is very dangerous
because even when a user has a good password authentication system, he or
she is still at risk. The hijacking diagram is shown as follows:
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victim

[ea:1 a:de:ad:be.:01]
[ea.:1 a:de.ad:be.02]
8:0:20.7b.cb-85

ARP table b efo:re.
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ARP table after:
target (129.95.M.N) at ea-1 a-de-ad-be-1
8:0:20:3c:Ob:2d

128 95 X.Y

128.95.X.Z
ARP table bdore·

Router
Network
Backbone

victim (129.95.X.Z) at:8-0-20-3c-b-2d
target (129.95.M.N) a't0-10-d-a-b-c
ARP table after
victun (129.95 X.Y) at ea-1a-de-ad-be-2

target (129.95.M.N) at ea-1 a-de-ad-be-1

128.95.MN

target

Figure 2.2.
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Hijacking diagram.
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(5)

Denial of Service
In denial of service attack, (D.O.S attack), one user takes up so much
of a shared resource that none of the resource is left for other users. There
are two particular types of denial of service attacks, including damaging or
destroying resources; and overloading some system services so that no one
can use that resources and services.
There are three ways of denial of services: service overloading,
message flooding and clogging, which can cause the system to be at risk of
being compromised state.

2.2.5 Service Overloading
Service overloading occurs while someone is making a large number of requests
to a server process. This will disable many legitimated requests, and sometime it can
cause the host to crash. This means an overloaded service could cause the system to stop
operating and incapable of providing a user any of services. It also might happen when
someone is using the repetitive command request from the server, consequently this
command is repetitive in the server until the memory and hard drive space is used up
and lead the host to crash.
(1)

Message Flooding
Message flooding occurs when someone is flooding a server with
thousands of ICMP echo request messages. "ICMP defines the messages
used to report status and error when communicating with another
computer." This can be done via ping program.
Consequently, the system is slowed down and unable to process any
job with its normal workload.
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(2)

Clogging
Clogging is sometimes called TCP SYN flooding attack. This occurs
when the server system has sent an acknowledgement (SYN/ACK) back to
client but the server has not yet received the ACK message from the client.
This is called a half-open connection. The server can keep all half-open
connection queues in its memory. This queue can be only a limited size so
the attacks will flood a server port by deliberately creating too many
partially or half open connections. This method uses up memory of a server
and the server will be unable to give a user normal services or even
unavailable to the user.
In conclusion, a denial of service can cause a system or server
connected to the Internet to a compromised state and consequently incapable
of providing any services and availability to the users. There are many
examples of these kind of attacks in a real world. ISP server could be
slowed down from the heavy load of the mails on its server. Even worse,
ISP is unable to be in service if that heavy load exceeds its limitation. This
attack can result in the loss of trust from the customers especially, in an
extremely competitive business environment.

2.2.6 Malicious Code
It is a kind of program or code that would cause unexpected and mostly undesired

results on a system when executed. It is a type of a change in the program code or extent
some function in the program so that a seemingly harmless program has a side effect
once it has been executed.
There are a variety of malicious codes. The best knowns of malicious codes are
worms, Trojan horses, viruses, droppers, and bombs. The attackers can start their
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attacks by uploading these malicious codes like a virus, worm, Trojan horse and other
kinds of malicious codes in form of the executable programs into a system connected to
the Internet. This can also be distributed as email attachment.
The following parts are some descriptions and example cases of malicious codes,
which are the problems of the computer networks in the present:
(1)

Worms
"It could replicate itself from one network to another network and it

can spread through non-networked computer by copying itself to many
different hard disks. However, it does not infect other programs." It is very
similar to virus. Unlike virus, a worm is self-contained which does not
require any host program as a carrier and other programs will not be
infected from worms whereas a virus do requires. One of the worms, which
are recently discovered, is ExploreZip worm. It was found in June 9, 1999.
"It travels by sending infected email and drops Explore.exe file and hooks it

into startup. Once execution is finished, searches for certain file types such
as .c .cpp .h .asm .doc .xls .ppt and erase the contents."
(2)

Trojan Horses
Trojan horses do not replicate themselves like worms or virus.
However, it is such a self-contained thing like worms. They can steal
password, delete data, format hard drives, or cause other problems. One of
most well known Trojan horses is "Trojan horse password stealer, which
targeted at On-line service providers and their users. When it was run for
first time it installs itself so that it is active every time windows is started
and the users and on-line service provider passwords will be stolen and
sends them via email."
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(3)

Virus
A computer virus is a program that replicates and spreads by attaching
itself to other programs. Once it is executed, a virus not only performs
unintended tasks like a Trojan horse but also replicates itself like a worm. A
virus can be spread through droppers, which will be explained in detail later,
and use the worm idea to replicate itself. In the past, virus can only be
spread through the use of physical data storage media like floppy diskettes
without any virus inspection. But nowadays the Internet has provided a new
way of spreading viruses via email. Viruses can be attached as an email
extension and then sent to the Internet user. For example, "I LOVE YOU"
virus could also be described as one type of worms. The virus, which was
originated from somewhere in the Philippines, was first found in May4,
2000. From the article of ABCNEWS.com in September 5,2000 said that
"Love Bug" virus which caused nearly $7 billion in damages worldwide. It
could be spread in three ways as follows: "infectious email, IRC (Internet
Relay Chat) or by overwriting certain files on network drives." "In addition
to stealing passwords files to the one who authored it, it will overwrite
several types of files such as .js, .jse, .wsh, .hta, .jpg, .mp2, .mp3 and then
replace them with copies of the virus." From this article, the reader
definitely realises how fast it spread and it could cost a great deal of money
to the Internet users.
The example above could show how serious is the virus. While this
paper is being written there is a variety of anti-virus software in the market,
which can protect and kill the I LOVE YOU virus, but the victim's files
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infected by this type of virus, were not able to be recovered and restored in
any case because the virus has already destroyed those files.
(4)

Droppers
Although Internet users have anti-virus software, they are still at risk
of getting a virus into their system. "A dropper is a program designed to
avoid anti-virus detection, usually by encryption that prevents anti-virus
software from noticing it." A virus could be spread through dropper for
avoiding anti-virus software.

(5)

Bombs
"A bomb is activated when a specific time or a certain circumstance is
reached. This is based on the system clock." For example, "a disgruntled
employee may modify some programs in his company so that it accesses the
system date and halts abruptly after July 1. The employee might quit on May
1 and plan to be at a new job miles away by July." Michelangelo virus is
another example of bomb which will launch its operation on the date of
March 6, which was the birth date of the artist.

2.2. 7 Mobile Codes
Mobile code is a code that travel across a network and executes at the destination
machine. It is written once and can run anywhere across the network. This means this
code is able to run on multiple platforms (Unix and Windows, for example). There are
many well-known systems for creating and using mobile code, including Java,
JavaScipt, VBScript, ActiveX, Postscript, and Word macros.
To support the growth of distributed computer systems, concept of mobile code is
very essential. Inevitably, there are needs for the mobile codes on the Internet so all the
people supporting the mobile codes are at risk all the time they connect to the Internet.
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Mobile codes will be run on any destination machine, which has a capable browser,
after it is downloaded from the remote source on the Internet.
This is an example of danger involving in using mobile code on Internet. "The
applets, which are downloaded from the Internet, can extend its execution to local file
systems of the users if the configuration of the systems is not secure enough. An applet
may read both public information about the system and user; and private information
including username, password, and local directory file."
Although mobile code poses a real threat to any computing environment, this risk
is not very alarming if we operate under the assumption that the code we are running
come from a trusted source.
There are many attempts to create a mobile code and its security at the same time,
but it is not very easy to do so. Edward W. Felten said, "What we have learned is that it
is important to develop mobile code and mobile code platforms with a defensive stance
so that neither is susceptible to attack. Unfortunately, doing so requires extensive
knowledge both of particular mobile code systems and of computer security issues."
2.3

Proposed Solution And Technique Against Attack
Although the Internet systems could be compromised by various types of attacks,

there has been many ways to secure a network environment and protect those attacks.
"Security policies might start with a concrete foundation in the form of virus protection
and password integrity established before an Internet connection is reached." Once the
foundation has been set, the following security protection for the Internet must be
implemented.
There are many ways of implementations to protect a variety of Internet attacks,
which threaten the Internet system today. Five levels of security tools, which should be
concerned, are as follows:
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(1)

Patching and prevention of security holes

(2)

Cryptographic and authentication

(3)

Firewalls

(4)

Secure interfaces

(5)

Legal issues

2.3. l Patching And Prevention Of Security Holes
The patching of known security holes will be the starting point of the Internet
users after virus protection and password integrity has been set up. Many of the holes
result from the fact that the Internet and Internet software associated with it were not
appropriately designed to provide a high level of security.
There are many examples of known security holes, including application holes,
operating system problems and other kinds of security holes. In the Internet
environment, a number of security holes have been found in Java caused by bugs in the
implementation. Java is a widely used language via the Internet today because it can
provide the forms of active content and security at the same time whereas other
languages, which are able to present the forms of active content, provide little security.
Lincoln Stein said, "it is the author's personal opinion is that Java is a far better
alternative than the other forms of active content, which provide little, if any security."
Whereas some people might have different opinions, they think Java is not good enough
for Internet users. Edward Felten feels that there are problems with the design of the
language itself. "We conclude that the Java system in its current form cannot easily be
made secure. Significant redesign of the language, the bytecode format, and the runtime
system appear to be necessary steps."
Therefore, we can know that most of the security holes problems are the result of
poor planning, programming, and implementation. A rush of software products is
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released to the market with new features, but security is usually an afterthought.
Therefore, the software developers should aware of security and software at the same
time. Additionally, the Internet user should always keep updating their patching for the
Internet security holes found by visiting on the sites concerning this subject.
2.3.2 Cryptography And Authentication
Cryptography is very important for all secure communications. This algorithm is
concerned about plaintext and ciphertext. The original message is called a plaintext. The
coded or scrambled message is called a ciphertext. There are three functions in
cryptography including authentication, integrity, and confidentiality. Each of which
provides the different security aspects to all Internet users. Authentication ensures that
the sender and receiver are the right or authorised persons of that information. "It should
be possible for the receiver of a message to determine its origin" Integrity ensures that
the information has not been changed or manipulated by an unauthorised person.
Confidentiality ensures that only authorised sender and receiver can actually access and
understand that information.
In addition, cryptography is concerned about an algorithm and a secret value known as a
key. The key is kept secret and provides the required level of security. The key is related
with a combination to a lock. It is not easy to open a combination lock without knowing
the key. The more bits that are in a key, the less possibility of being compromised
would be. Because the more bits in the key creates more number of combinations, so it
is consequently difficult to be breached.
"Although making the longer key length (in bits) will make the key more difficult
to break, more encryption and decryption processing time is required."
The table below shows the reader that more bits in key length has more possible
combination number to the lock.
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Table 2.2.

Key Length.

Key length (in bits)

Number of combinations

40

240=1,099,511,627,776

56

2) 0 =7.205759403793* 10 10

64

264=1.844674407371 *10 19

112

2 112=5.192296858535*1033

128

2 128 =3.402823669209*1 oj 11

There are three basic cryptographic methods, including symmetric key encryption,
asymmetric key encryption, and one-way hash functions.
Symmetric Key Encryption
This type of encryption is created when there are at least two users who want to
send any message in a secure communication. All the users have the same secret key to
encode and decode the message. Therefore, if someone who does not know the secret
key could intercept the message accidentally or intentionally, he will not be able to
understand this message. (Figure 2.3)
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Secret Key Encryption.
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Figure 2.4. Caesar Cipher.

The Caesar Cipher is a simple type of secret key algorithm. "This algorithm works
by replacing each letter in the original message with the letter of the alphabet n
positions further down." Assuming, a sender wants to send the letter A to a recipient,
both sender and recipient use n=3 as a secret key. The letter A will be encrypted by
using the secret key and sent to the recipient. Consequently, the letter A will be replaced
by D and then sent to the recipient. Once the recipient received sender's message (D),
he decrypts the message by altering the letter D to the left 3 positions and reads the
message.
Anyone who does not know the secret key is unable to read it. However, he or she
who can intercept encrypted message and knows the algorithm, it is easy for them to
decrypt that message.
Apart from Caesar Cipher algorithm, there are nowadays four more common
secret key algorithms used widely including Data Encryption Standard (DES), 3DES
(read triple DES), Cast5, and International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA).
Data Encryption Standard is the most widely used mode today. 64-bit message
blocks are used. This method has been widely used in many commercial applications
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today. However, in my opinion DES is not secure enough for a certain type of today
commercial applications such as banking system, Online betting systems and other
online businesses, in which the higher security is required "As computers become more
powerful, it becomes easier to write a program that can break the DES code."(Mcm) but
still secure enough for most business and personal uses.
3DES or triple-DES is more secure than DES because of using stronger algorithm.
It uses a key length of 168 bits whereas DES uses only 64 bits. 3DES consists of three

function of the DES cipher in Encrypt-Decrypt-Encrypt (EDE). Nevertheless, 3DES
will need more additional time in processing than DES. No any attacks currently could
break a practical implementation of 3 DES. Whereas DES has been successfully
attacked by brute force technique.
Cast5 or Cast-128 has a block size of 64 bits and key length of 128 bits. CAST is
now the default cipher in PGP "PGP or pretty good privacy is a high security
cryptographic software application that allows people to exchange messages with
privacy and authentication."
IDEA was developed to replace DES. It uses 64-bit message blocks but uses a
128-bit key. It is a patented algorithm and requires a license for commercial use.
Currently, there is no known way of breaking IDEA. There are currently only
theoretical attacks discussed but none of these attacks are possible in breaking practical
implementations of IDEA.
In my opinion, DES seems to be the weakest security tool among these algorithms
because of using the weaker algorithm. Nevertheless, it is still not clear which algorithm
above is the strongest one. However, Bruce thinks, "3DES is the best among them" .
Asymmetric Encryption
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It is a so-called public key encryption. There are two keys values associated with

this algorithm, including private key and public key. These keys are used to encrypt or
decrypt a message, which is sent from a sender to a recipient. This method is created
for resolving the problem of insecurity of the secret key transmission via medium "The
main problem of symmetric encryption is that the secret key might be revealed if
anyone who overhears or intercepts the key in transit. They can later read, or modify all
messages encrypted or authenticated using that key."
To solve this problem, in public key encryption, each person gets a pair of keys,
one called the public key and the other called the private key. Each person's public key
is publicly transmitted while the private key is kept secret. This means the need for
sharing secret key (private key) is eliminated.
In addition, public-key cryptography can be used not only for pnvacy
(encryption), but also for authentication."
In this technique, two users have to create their own private key and public key
pairs. When a user wants to send message to another user in a secure communication, he
has to encrypt the message with the public key of another user. And when the message
is reached to the receiver, decryption requires a receiver's private key. (Figure2.5) This
method can be done in another way. "In encryption process, sender might use his
private key to encrypt the message and if receiver wants to send a reply, he can use his
private key to encrypt a message as well"
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Figure 2.5. Public Key Encryption.

One-Way Hash functions
This algorithm is about changing any length of messages or text into a fixed string
of digit. The messages or texts are used as input to a hash function for producing a hash
message, or message fingerprint or message digest. "One way" means that it is nearly
impossible to get the original message from the string output (Asp)". "Hash functions in
nature are many to one." In other words, there will be more than one input message that
could produce a given hash value. But it will be very difficult to find original messages
from the given hash value.
One-way hash functions are typically used to provide a fingerprint of a message or
file. For example, there are two people who want to send the message to each other by
using one-way hash function. One of them writes a message and uses the messages as
input to a one-way hash function. This will produce output attached to the messages as
the fingerprint. Then the messages attached with fingerprint are sent to a recipient. Once
the recipient received the messages with the fingerprint, he will separate message and
fingerprint. Message received is used as an input, to the same one-way hash function as
the sender used, to produce another fingerprint. Once it was produced, the recipient
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compares between two fingerprints, if they match, he could be assured that this
communication was secure. This process could be shown as follows:

Bob

Figure 2.6.

One-Way Hash.

To make stronger security for sending a message across the network by using hash
function, it might have to use a sender's private key to produce a digital signature,
which will be discussed latter.
"All modern hash algorithms create hash values of 128 bits and higher." There are
many well-known hash functions, which are used in the Internet today including,
Message digest2 (MD2), Message Digest 4 (MD4), Message Digest 5 (MD5), Secure
Hash Algorithm (SHA). "MD5 and SHA are used most in current security product
implementation" However, MD5 has recently been disapproved from some companies
due to several security concerns.
Digital signature
It is concerned about a hash function and private key of sender. In case a sender

wants to send a message to a recipient with this technology, the sender uses the message
as an input to the hash function. Once the output (message digest) is produced, it has to
be encrypted by a sender's private key. The encrypted hash message is called digital
signature. The digital signature will be attached to a message and then send to the
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recipient. The receiver needs to separate the signature and message. The signature is
decrypted with the sender's public key and the message needs to be the input of oneway hash function for producing a hash of message. Once the signature is decrypted, it
becomes a hash message. These two hash messages should be the same.(Figure 2.8)
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This feature of digital signature is important to a variety of e-businesses because it
provides more reliable authentication of messages.
New technology of cryptography
"Quantum cryptography" is a method for secure key exchange over an insecure
channel based on the nature of photons.
Because of the limitation of time and "this technique is not yet widely used and
not so clearly yet'', this paper will not talk about it in further detail
In conclusion, cryptography provides many types of security, including
confidentiality and integrity and also authentication. For example, it prevents fraud in
electronic commerce and assure the validity of financial transactions. It protects the
attacker from reading the confidential data. And in the future, as the e-commerce and
communication continue to grow from time to time, cryptography will become more
important.
A problem associated with the cryptography today is the encryption export law.
Some countries today do not allow data to be exported when using secret key more than
64 bits. In the near future, it is more likely to accept stronger encryption. "New U.S.
Regulations Give Consumers More Access to Strong Encryption -The U.S. government
is expected to shortly release new encryption export rules representing a major change
in U.S. policy. Consumers all over the world will have better access to the strongest
encryption."
Recently, WIRED NEWS (October 2, 2000) announced the new cryptography
standard has been picked from the U.S government. "Rjindael", developed by Joan
Daemen and Vincent Rijmen of Belgium, is the name of the new advance encryption
standard that will become a standard for federal agencies, but it likely will be widely
adopted by the private sector and used to scramble everything from credit card numbers
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to banks' electronic funds transfers. This algorithm supports key size of 128, 192, and
256 bits.
Authentication
It is the process of verifying that a message was sent and received by an

authorised person. This method is similar to private key encryption because the sender
and receiver both share the same secret key and use the secret key to read the message.
When authentication is used, the receiver uses the secret key to decide whether the
message come from the expected or correct sender. A message is authenticated by
computing a Message Authentication Code, which is a function of a secret key and the
message. This MAC is then appended to the message. If the message was changed or
the wrong secret key was used, the MAC will be wrong and this will tell the recipient
that the message is not real or authentic.
There are many forms of authentication methods. "Using three-way handshake,
sending the first message and having the receiver send a reply, and finally sending the
actual communication. Another way is using a program that creates a unique digital
signature for the user. Finally, embedding a time stamp into an E-mail document."
There are many modes of authentication, including Remote Authentication Dial in
Service (RADIOUS), SecurID, S/Key, NT Domain Authentication, One time password.
All of these methods provide different ways of authentication to the users, but most of
them are involved in passwords authentication.
There is recently a new kind of strong authentication method, which uses the
personal characteristic of a user such as a fingerprint, face or voice to verify that he is an
authorised user. It is so called biometric authentication.
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In fact, to make a strong Internet security, a strong authentication is needed.
Nevertheless, the authentication involving passwords sometimes is not good because
most people are lazy and will use an easy word that can be easily remembered so it
might be cracked with minimal effort. This will cause authentication to insecure state.
Therefore, people might use different ways to avoid using password such as SecurID
and Biometric authentication to verify the identity of users.
2.3.3 Firewalls
A firewall is like a piece of software that mostly used in companies that is
connected to the Internet and it makes a barrier to prevent hackers from gaining access a
private network. The primary purpose of firewall is to control access to or from a
protected network. It will look at every kind of information that is passed through the
firewall either into or out of the internal network. Therefore, if those messages do not
meet the security criteria of the company, they cannot be sent into or out of the internal
network.
There are four types of firewall techniques, including packet filter, application
gateway, circuit-level gateway, and proxy server. A good firewall should combine all
the following techniques to make a greater security.
(1)

Packet filter: Every data packet entering or leaving the network is checked.
Data packet is only allowed to arrive to or leave from the system only if the
firewall rules allow it. The packet will be filtered by their type, source
address, destination address, and port information contained in each packet.
There are two problems associated with this technique. "It is vulnerable to
IP spoofing (ZD)"Additionally, Mark said, "The only identity a user has is
the IP number assigned to their workstation. This can be a problem if you
are going to use DHCP (Dynamic IP assignments). This is because rules are
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based on IP numbers you will have to adjust the rules as new IP numbers are
assigned. I don't know how to automate this process."
(2)

Application gateway: This technique is achieved by limiting some functions
of specific applications, such as FTP and Telnet servers to reduce
probability of break-in. Nevertheless, "This technique can introduce
performance degradation." (ZD) In this case, the host running this
application is called an application gateway. "However application gateway
and packet filtering routers could be combined to provide higher levels of
security and flexibility."

(3)

Circuit-level gateway: Applies security mechanisms when a TCP or UDP
connection is established. Once the connection has been established, packets
can flow between the hosts without further checking (ZD).

(4)

Proxy server: Intercepts all messages entering and leaving the network.
(ZD) Proxies are mostly used to control, or monitor, outbound traffic.
Proxies

perform

functions

of handling

and

monitoring

all

the

communication traffics happening, they can log everything the users have
done.
2.3 .4 Secure Interface
Secure interfaces are additional software programs for security checks in the
network interface. These secure interfaces help data transferring across the Internet to
be more secure by encrypting all those data and providing privacy, authentication and
data integrity.
Ssl Vs S-Http
There are two most common secure interfaces including, SSL (secure socket
layer) and S-HTTP (secure hypertext transfer protocol).
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Whereas SSL creates a secure connection between a client and a server, over
which any amount of data can be sent securely, S-HTTP is designed to transmit
individual messages securely. (ZD) In the article of Monica and Patrick, "Both the SSL
and S-HTTP have been competing to become the standard secure interface for
commercial sites on the Web." But in my opinion, both technologies are like
complementary rather than competing technologies because SSL and S-HTTP have
different designs and goals so it is more likely to make higher security by using the two
protocols together.
SSL allows client and server applications to communicate in a way that is
designed to prevent the system from attacks. This encrypts all data passed along the
Internet since the connection was established. The SSL is intended to decrease the risk
of consumer and merchant fraud, and reduce merchant costs. Therefore, it has been
widely used in e-commerce, which has to use a credit or debit card as a method of
payment.
"S-HTTP extends HTTP to allow both the client and the server to negotiate via
secure communication. It is based on public-key encryption, authentication, and digital
signature features." When the use of a Secure HTTP server is employed, the URL
shown will begin with https: and the entire web interface session will be encrypted, so
that it is very difficult for hackers to crack the password or watch transactions anyone
make.
SSL encrypts everything since the connection starts, whereas the S-HTTP does
not. "SSL encrypts everything and don't sweat it" Nevertheless, S-HTTP provides some
better protection over SSL. Adam said, "The default operational mode of S-HTTP is
substantially more resistant to attack than that of SSL. It resists clear text cryptanalysis,
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Man In The Middle, and replay attacks. It is more robust than SSL, because option
renegotiation and retries are permitted."
Other Secure Interfaces
In addition, there are more technologies associated with the secure interface,
including TLS, STT &PCT. TLS is a new technology, which is developed for making
SSL more effective but it has not been released so far. "TSL is effectively SSL 3.1 and
was submitted to the IETF standards committee for change control in 1996. It should be
close to release." STT, jointly developed by Microsoft and Visa, is designed to provide
a secure method for the purpose of handling credit-card transactions across private and
public network. Whereas PCT is specifically designed for securing general-purpose
business and personal communications on the Internet.
2.3.5 Legal Issues
Most of all the Internet users or companies overlook the importance of legal issues
associated with surfing the World Wide Web. This is concerned about availability of
child pornography, boot-legged software, and ease of infringement of copyright laws.
Therefore, all the Internet users should be aware of these potential dangers and find the
ways to protect your children or employees and companies from lawsuits and loss of
valuable copyrighted data.
There are a number of legal issues associated with the Internet security including,
copyright data and privacy of data, antitrust law, encryption export law, advertising law,
fraud law and other legal issues. All the users who are interested can find in the web site
such as http://www.gigalaw.com/articles/index.html, http://www.lawforinternet.com
and many more. With the limitation of time, this paper could not explain all the legal
issues. This paper just want to show how serious is the breaking the Internet laws in
some countries.
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One of the most recent cases of the breaking the Internet laws occurred at Los
Angeles, where 23 years-old El Segundo, from California, was charged by a federal
grand jury on 11 counts of securities and wire fraud in a scheme to defraud investors in
a high-tech company. Mark Jakob is accused of issuing a phony press release last month
that sent the stock of Costa Mesa, California based Emulex falling as much as 62
percent in one day. He needed the stock price to fall and buy it with a very cheap price.
Jakob posted a press release saying the president of Emulex would resign and that the
company was under investigation. After the release was distributed over the Internet
Wire on August 25, 2000 the stock price of that company dramatically fell down.
Finally, Jakob is facing a cumulative prison term of 100 years and cumulative fines of
$9.5 million.
There is a form of copyright infringement including, downloading a copy of a
favourite song from the illegal website, or distributing an article found on the network
without permission. These kinds of situations may violate copyright laws.
Additionally, there are still a variety of situations that might break the Internet
laws. Therefore, the best way to protect such situations is educating the Internet users on
at least most common legal issues such as copyright, fraud, and privacy of data laws.
All the Internet users should also be educated on the Internet ethic.
"However, Internet law is a new and exciting area of expertise. Few people do
really know about the Internet law." Moreover each country has its own law about
Internet, which might be different from another country. Some case, which is illegal in
one country, is not necessarily illegal in another country. Netizen in the country should
keep up with the latest legislation. Finally there should have a global consensus for the
Internet laws and their enforcement in the near future to lessen the confusion among
netizen of different countries.
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2.4

Chapter Review
The general Internet security area was explained in the first place. Starting with

the definition and its origin of the Internet, then security area of the Internet, including
definition of security, the difference between security and protection, targeted data
which might be attacked from attackers, roots of security problem was explained
consecutively. Attackers and their motivation were discussed, the reader would know all
the possible motivations to become attackers and what is the assigned name for each
category of attackers.
Once the reader finished reading the previous part, he should have a general idea
about Internet security. And then the report leads the readers into more specific details
associated with all the attacks that threaten and harm the computer systems nowadays.
Many authors gave many definitions of attack but all that definitions are quite similar.
An attack is any unauthorised action or event that has the potential to harm a system.
There were seven basic level of the Internet attacks discussed in this paper. They
include password cracking, sniffing, spoofing, hijacking, denial of service, malicious
code and mobile code. All the discussions of the basic Internet attacks consisted of
rough analysis of when it could take place and how it could arise and how dangerous is
each attack. Some cases of the attacks would be given some examples to show how
serious it is or how fast it spread.
So far the reader at least has some idea of how some attacks work and how serious
it is. Therefore proposed solutions and implementations were introduced afterwards.
This paper told us that there are 5 levels of security tools, which can protect the Internet
user from the common attacks. These security tools comprised patching and prevention
of security holes, cryptographic and authentication, firewalls, secure interfaces, and
legal issues. Finally, all of these tools or methods has been discussed and evaluated.
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III.

CASE STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION

From the previous chapters of this paper, they are concerned about discussing
many kinds of internet issues, including risks, attacks, and techniques or solutions for
greater security on the Internet. Therefore, it would be better to support those
discussions with some sort of case study and practical demonstration. The case study is
introduced from my own experience. The company that this paper is going to talk about
is a part of my family business. All the requirements for the company on this case were
really generated from the company's committee.
3.1 Case Study (Rungsethakit Weaving and Dyeing Factory)

A renowned factory for producing the cotton fabric to reproduce many kinds of
material and products in Thailand was established in 1970. There are 3 sales offices in
Bangkok but the main office and factory is located in Samutsakorn, which is one of
many provinces in Thailand nearby Bangkok. The factory provides customers with a
wide range of cotton fabric and recently the service of dyeing the cotton products.
In the past, most of the sales were dealt with through the intermediaries. While
nowadays there are many new customers from the textile companies and factories
dealing with the company without intermediaries. Therefore, the profit margin of the
company can be increased by 20%.
Customers would ask the prices of products and order the product through 3 sales
offices in Bangkok, these three sales offices have to re-contact the main office in
another province to get the latest sales price. Therefore, long distance calls involving
these contacts are required. Moreover, it is not very convenient for the customers to
make a call to find the price and end up waiting for the latest price from our sale staffs.
In the latest board meeting between the high-level management personnel and
sales staffs, the complaints from some customers about the delay of product price
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inquiry were discussed. Moreover, call costs for contacting head quaiiers incmTed great
expenses. The demand for the sales volume to increase was also discussed. The problem
of delays of product price inquiry was put down to inflexibility of internal system. This
means sales staff will not be able to check the price straight away when they have been
asked by the customers. They need to call the head office to ensure the latest price every
time.
Once the discussion was finished. All the committee of the company thought that
it would be a good idea if the company has its own websites, which enable the company
to increase the opportunities to get more new customers and then the sales volume
would be consequently boosted. However, there is another need in the website. Sales
staffs must be able to check the updated price of any product at anytime they want to.
Nevertheless the need for security is required for this page. Due to the need for
restriction to that area, only sales staffs and authorized persons are allowed to gain
access to the restricted area for checking the updated price. Apart from the sales staff
and authorized persons, any other person must be unable to see the page.
Finally, the committee decided to list all the requirements for the websites that is
to be developed to fulfil their needs and satisfy their customers.
(1)

The websites should have a good layout that the customers can easily see
what they want to see in the website.

(2)

There should be an enquiry form in case the customers want to know further
information that is not included in the websites.

(3)

There should be a restricted area for sales staffs and authorized people to
check the latest price of the product.

(4)

In the restricted area. there are security concerns related with it. It should be
secure enough to protect others from gaining access.
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3.2

Implementation
To achieve the company requirements, the author will try to demonstrate a

website with a good layout and make it simple for customer surfing on this website,
while there is still a need for restricting access to some areas on the website. To restrict
unauthorised access to a secret page for this company's website requires some
knowledge of JavaScript and "'HTACCESS file". However, the author developed this
website by using many websites developing tools instead of writing the source code by
hand.
3.2.1 Website Developing Tools & Methods
To implement the websites this paper makes the use of some Website
development tools, including Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3 and Microsoft Word
2000. Furthermore, the author found out the new simple way to implement restricting
areas for the sales staff from The website of "Anthony Awtrey consulting'' at
http://www.awtrey.com/support/webhost/access.php. This websites help me setting up
access control to the restricted area by using HT ACCESS and HTPASSWD file.
To make the websites more colourful and more secure, the use of JavaScript and
some animation graphics were used. This paper has implemented two approaches for
security area in the websites. The first one uses JavaScript and frames to makes security
and the second approach employs the techniques from the server side by using htaccess
file and htpassword file to restrict the authorised area.
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3.2.2 Website Layout

!ogo_top

home_rightfr

product1

Figure 3.1.

}

These pages will be displayed in
mainframe, once they have been

clicked.

Website Layout.

Index is a home page of a company's website. Index consists of three frames,
including logo_top, left_frame, and mainFrame files which are used for displaying
essential information of the company such as Logo, the name of company, and so forth.
All the information related to the company, such as company background, product,
authorised area for sales staff, inquiry form for customers, and company email address
is listed for the user to choose in the left_frame. Some information, such as Company
background, product, latest price for sales staff, will be displayed in mainframe after
the user click on them in the left frame. Whereas some files, such as Inquiry_form,
thankl, Errorl will be displayed in another window.
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3.2.3 First Approach (Screen Capture)
The diagram below shows a company's homepage

RSK

Welcome To Rungsethakit Weaving Company

Rungsethakij Weaving & Dyeing Factory
HOME

Company Info

PRODUCT
A<tJTl'l'OR:rSE'O"l'!."RE:Ai

(?nl._'{,tf_'i'r'a~.fllfmftaff)

'

sic:ND'INQtJrRV ........... ,

We are specialized in manufacturing the cotton fabric, which will be reprof!-t:t.c-ed·a·va...-iet~.....
kjnds of clothes, including jeans, pants, shirts, duvets, and so on. We also ~rovide ser:':.'_i~Sof dyeing cotton clothes. Rungsethakij weaving and dyeing plant is operat~g 'ili>e11!11:tgWi~~Jitml
.
with a vision of high quality and as low price as possible to satisfy the dem~n-ds··of·ouf'··········· ......................... :

customers. Over the past felJU years, we have improved our production process and quality
control by acquiring up-to-date technology with we II-exp eri enc ed staffs. Our highly trained
employees enable us to provide the customers 1JUith Top Quality Products and reasonable price.

Company Outline
Established In; i 970
Staff: 130
Business Type: Manufacture, Wholesaler
Market: Thailand, Malaysia, and Singapore
Main Product: Cotton Fabric

Figure 3.2.

Company's homepage(index.html).

When the user clicks on HOME, it will be displayed as same as above.
But once the user clicked on the "PRODUCT", it will be displayed as follows:

RSK..

Welcome To Rungsethaklt Weaving Company

HOIVIE

Product specification
A l..rrI-'l"OR.TSa':-:.D A
( o n l y f"e>•' sale

We provides the rauu fabric to reproduce man:i,i kinds o1
products. These a1-e the example o1 the product produced
by our fabric. If you are Interested In our goods, and would ilke
an:i,i further Information regarding our goods. Please do not
t1esitate to contact us. You can call us dlrecti:i,i at 034-424471-3
or send :i,iour inquiry to us by clicking here.

I.t.J_~:A

~"t:.nf"f")

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.3.

Company Products.
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The diagram below shows a variety kind of company's products.

RSK

Welcome To Rungsethaklt Weaving Company

HOME

AUTHORISED AREA
(only for sale staff)

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.4.

•:!JI RSK

Company Products.

~r;;:::i

Weavmg and Dyemg Factory - Microsoft Internet Explorer

RSK

Welcome To Rungsethakit Weaving Company

HOME

AUTHORISED AREA
(only for sale starff)

SEND INQUIRY

65%cotton

Figure 3.5.

Company Products.
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The authorised area will be displayed as follows:

R.SK

Welcome To Rungeethakit Weaving Company
~-""'.~""':--~--·~-.,-":,::;:.::;;::r<::-m:.~~-·~~~,,,,,

HOI\.'IE

~

. <· ~ ., •i

' ..

'

'

' / :'

(only -fc:Jo.- s.31ler s t a f f )

SEND INQUIRY

65%cotton

Figure 3.6.

Authorised Area.

When the mouse is over "AUTHORISED AREA'', the status bar will not show
the name of the file for the authorised area. Instead it will show the message of "Only
for our sale staffs"
Once the authorised area has been clicked, the screen will be displayed as follows:

R.SK

Welcome To

HOIVIE

PRODUCT
~YTl-:IQ.~~-~:Q.A~AJ
(only for sale st:aff)

SEND INQUIR. V

proces-;; and quality
s. Our hlghiy trained
and reasonable price.

Established in: 1 970
Staff: 130

Figure 3.7.

Pop up Window before Entering the Authorised Area.
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After a warnmg message, if the user want to login to the further pages, the
username and password are required.

Antl'lo:t"'.lsation area

!A·Y.T.f:!·Q.fil-~~·Q_·:A.~.A;
(only for sale staff)

CD

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.8.

iif H~,.K

Script Prompt for Username.

Mr:J f!i

WfH'lv1ng and Oye1ng 1-actorv - M1crosolt Internet Explorer

!-

u~~~

. . . . . . i::::.>~~--~--~-~-~~-~-~-~.::>~-~.'.".':"'.>'.~.~-~-~..~-~~~-RSK

HOME

PRODUCT

="""=-=-----====--'=-===---'---==="""'"'

[A'Q"f'tl9fil§'g:P.·~····=····'"'"····'"°"···
(only for sale staff)

CD

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.9.

Script Prompt for Password.
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Once an authorised user enters the correct usemarne and password, he or she will
be able to see the further pages to check the latest price of a product after the
authentication passed message has been displayed as follows:

HO IVIE

PRODUCT
~·Y..T..~fQ.@"$.;J~~J).")~~)-.~:~."Ai
(only for sale st:.a.ff)

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.10.

The Valid Username and Password are accepted.

Welcome To Rungsethakit Weaving Company

Pr-oduct p.-ice list for- 1519/00

HOME
PRODUCT
Product

Price

(only for sale staff)

1

Cotton100%

SEND INQUIRY

2
3

Cotton35°/o

$10/vard
$7/vard
$5/vard
$3/vard
$3/vard
$4/vard
$11/vard
$8vard

iA'Q'tHo@~~PA@AJ

Cotto n65 °/o

it TCmixed

. 10'''"10 cotton
3 ?'"?cotton

Bamboo
B. Duvetprint

Figure 3.11.

The Lastest Price of Products.
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In case of unauthorized access, people who do not know the valid username and
password, he or she will not be able to see the page (Figure 3.10). If the user enters an
invalid username and password or even leaves it blank, the warning message of
"Authentication failed" will come up. Then the screen will go back to the previous page
that the user has just been to as shown below: (Figure 3.1 land 3.12, assuming the user
has just been to HOME or index.html)

RSK

Welcome To

J-IOIVIE

PRODUCT

Microsoft Internet EHplore1

m

~-.P'.Tf!.Q),~J:-$;);:.·o··A_J;iE.~
(only for sale s1:af"f")

SEND INQUIRY

Figure 3.12.

Invalid U sername and Password.

Welcome To Rungeet:hakit Weaving Company

Rungsethakij Weaving &
PRODUCT

AUTHORISED AR.EA

Dyeing Factory

Company Into
We are specialized in manufacturing the cotton fabric, uuhic:h uulll be reproduced a variety

(only for sale s1::.aff)

kinds of clothes, Including jeans, pants, shirts, duvets, and so on. We also provide service

SEND INQUIRY

with a vision of high quality and as louu price as possible to satisfy the demands of our

of dyeing cotton clothes. Rungsethaklj uueavlng and dyeing plant Is operating the business

customers. Qver· the past few years, we have Improved our production process and quality
cor.trol by acquiring up-to-date techr.o1ogy with well-experler.ced staffs. Our highly trained
employees er.able us to provide the customers with Top Quality Products and reasonable price.

Company Outline
Established In: 1 970
Staff: 1 30
Business Type: Manufacture, Wholesaler
Market: Thailar.d, Malaysia, and s;ngapore
Main Product: Cotton Fabric

Figure 3.13.

Previous Page.
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If the customers want to send an inquiry by clicking the "SEND INQUIRY"

button, a new window will pop up as follows:

I:n.qutr-y- f o r m
To send the inquiries you need to provide us your details

=~~::::~===r-------------------Job title:

;~:::~:~ rn_a_m_e_,_ _ _ _ _ __
-Fax no:
-Em ail:

,--'-----------

Figure 3.14.

Top Part oflnquiry Form.

Your inquiry to the our staffs will contain:
1.

Inquiry message

I
'
'
'

2.

r
r
r
r

-vvhat kind of information you need us to send them for you :
Product Brochure

Minimum Order quantity
Delivery Cost (charged only outside Bangkok)
Delivery lead tinJ.e

These information will be sent to you as soon as possible. Thank you for your cooperation.

Figure 3.15.

Bottom Part of Inquiry Form.
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The user enters his or her information in the form:
The

* indicates required fields,

the user needs to supply in these details. To test

this form, we need to log on to the Internet because the CGI scripts in this form need
interaction between the form and a server.

To send the inquiries you need to provide us your details

IVIr.

r-

IVIs.

r

... First: name :

rJ~e-e-,-.-----------------

..,._Last: name : ILovvvvatanakitcha1
... Job title : jManager~-----------------
-company name : fRunsetha:kit
Phone no : l4BBBB42
..._Fax no: lr4=s=s=3=s=5~1------- ..._Email: {issra113@hotniaiLcom

-Address:
6E

trearford

St~atrorct,

1

cl.o=c,

cl.eay=

Lo~cto~

:=J
...::.J

Postal code : fE1 5 2UH

You are sending Inquiries to :
jli@IMif
IH444f4MM

Figure 3.16.

1. Inquiry me:s:sase

r~t~r

you~

i~quHy

Information is Supplied by the Users.

h~r~.

2. What: kind of inforrnat:ion you need us to send thern for you :
P
Product Brochure
[~.. J IVIinimum O r d e r quaritity
I
Delivery Cost ( c h a r g e d only cn...lt:sic:le Bangkok)
I
Delivery lead time
These information will be sent t:o you as soon as possible. Thank ycn.-1 f'or y o u r cooperation.

Figure 3.17.

Information is Supplied by the Users.
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If all the required fields are supplied by the user, the success page will pop up as

follows:

Success
From : jeer a 1 :t.3-cg:.hotm.:o t I. com
Subject: CGIEMAIL Submission

ADDRESS: 19'5.92.67.74
INVOKER : http ://Jeer a :t. 13. tr-eeservers. co m/lnqu 1ry _fur m. htm I

CGIEMAIL ERROR: error:t..html

CGIEMAIL HTML: thank:t..htmt
CGIEMAIL INVALID: emall:You entered an .nva11d e-mail address
CGIEMAIL ""1ESSAGE; message.t><t,mess2.t><t
CGIEl'VlAIL REQUIRED: flrs"tr"lame:Ple,..se supply your first
o/oV o/oT

name.,las"tr"lame:Ple.:ose supply your last

name.,jobtltle:Ptease supply your

CGIEl'VlAIL TIMEFORMAT: o/oA,o/oB o/oe,
CGIEMAIL TIMEZONE: Asia/Bangkok

~~~~~~~~;zi~(J:erai :t.3. treeservers.com/cg1-bln/cg ,

~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~'.;;:~~~,~:::::!e,

9

~\

rnail

\~

clays 1.aroe

StratFord, London
Email: jeera:t.13@>hotrna1t.com
F,..xno : 4683651

F lrs"tr"la rne : .:leer a
Infbneed: brochure,MOQ
Inquiry mess: Ent:er your Inquiry here.

Figure 3.18.

Success Page.

Figure 3.19.

Success Page.

F irstrla me : Jeer a
Infoneed : brochure, MOQ
Inquirymess: Enter your inquiry here.
Inquiry1D: RSK Weaving Fac1Dry
Jobtitle : Manager
Lastrlame: Lowwatanakitchai
Phoneno: 4688842
Postalcode: E15 2UH
Sex: Mr.
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If a user did not enter his or her email address, the error page will be displayed as

follows:

Invalid Email Address [ ]

Figure 3.20.

Error Page.

The error page is customised to show all errors arising in the forms to the user:

Processlll.g Error

$c:giema.il_ error

Figure 3.21.

A Customised Error Page.
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The success page is customised for the company's website, once the successful
form submission has been achieved:

A Customised Success page.

Figure 3.22.

If the users or customers want to send us an email, any email will be sent to

RSK@hotmail.com automatically by just clicking on the E-mail button: The address
can be seen on the status bar.

Welcome To Rungsst:haloelt: Weaving Compaoy
l············································--------------------,···;·;·;.;:··:::«:·::::::;:":M~::stl:!i::~':::::::::::::::-i:::::::::::::::::r,:::~::::::::::::::-::~:::::::' ················::··:·:::::::~:::::::::::::-::-:::;::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::::~;:.::::::~~-"'T.:':'.<.''1.'.<.'«<::1:i~~'-""..,;1m~'.!>!l?~.&<m:::-:1'GK'..."'<;~s-;;r::::<x::;:;,_w::.:~~~J'.

RLlngsethakij

A..-.:....•·.r--==-..:~:s:ie:...::o

cco.-.1v

'fc:>.-

---r~--

s_,_. st..,.ft<>

Wea.''•..-ing

&

Dyoeing

F.actory

\IV.-_,,.,.,.. -"l"'.-.-l•"'llz,-,.-1 ;,., m.-.nufa..-'t•Hl,-,q 'th'"' .-01"1"0n f""bo·lc, •n•hl<-h omill bn '"l"'''n<;loo;:.-d r. vao·in1"y
k.lr ..Jo. ul dvlt•.,,., l " d u d l " \ ; I J.:-""-no.. p.._.-.1,., shlt1:,;, .:luv.:-ts, "'-"" >O vro. \!Ve ... i:.o µ•e>vlo3e >C"•Vl<.e
of dyeing coH:on clo1:hes. Rung"e~h ... l<Jj ..,..,e,..vlng and dyeing p l a n t I " opc1a1:lng t h o bu,.lncss
m•ilh "'- v l · . I " " .. r lol,;ih quality dnd '-'-"°I"'"' pd.:.-,::..,; p .. .-.,.11_,i._., to ..... th.fy tit., •Jnor''"''"~'° <>f uur

'";:

0

1

~ ~ :.! ~:;;~~·,,.'";.':;,~I~·::::; :,'r>~~',.,~ ':,";/;.::~a:: h ~:1:::~d~ ~,,';~~= :.,;:,~~·!~ '""r. '"''!,':i"!~"'...~!'.,.~"u":·" ~I=~:!, ~'::. ~'7d
c:1rq,l<.0y•:"""' ..,.,.._.1_,i., .._.,. L<.0

f.',..,..,..,.J.,,

the '-'-''-tutu er,. uullh l <>P

r~uallty

Product-:.. .._nd <'O'u-..on ... bl'O' prl'-"'·

<:<>mr-•..--.ny (:lo•.ft'lincc,.t ... t.>11,.he<.J .,,. 1 :::•:n.J
-::>t ... tf: 1 30
Au·.lro., .•.• Ty.,,.,: Ma,.uf;~• I,,...,. \IVhul.,· •• dc<

1

~:!~!:"~:-nTdh<~1; ~~~~t;:':-\~;:-::.1,~~ and ~ n gap ore

Figure 3.23.

Company's Email Address is shown on A Status Bar.
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This page will come out every time the user enters an incorrect web address:

r ............................................................!

l

~ Invalid web address
:. ...............•.•...•.......................................:

CD
"1'eb address you typed
Not-Conn.d

Figure 3.24.

Customised Error404 Page.

3.2.4 Second Approach
The second approach was built to add more security to the website, most of the
layout is the same as the first approach. Only the authorised area will be implemented
differently. This approach will be able to run only when the user is connected to the
Internet because this mechanism requires the performance on the server side.
In this approach we need the htaccess file and htpasswd file which are the scripts
of the server application. These files can be downloaded or written in say a notepad file
and save with the extension of .htaccess and .htpasswd.
To test this method, the ISP of Freeserve has been used to see how efficient this
method it would be. Most of the ISPs around the world can run these scripts for the
purpose using "Apache" server applications (further information about Apache
application included in the next chapter). However, this is a free of charge experiment
so there is an advertisement banner on the top of every page of the website. More
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unfortunately, this ISP does not allow using the server scripts on their server so the only
results that we could see are as follows:
When the Internet users clicks on the authorised area, a screen will be displayed as
follows:

c othes, Including jeans. pants, sh rts, duvets'-'."-.n-d~>o_o..;n-.'"'w!"e
S E N D ..CNQUIR_V-

r:1~: :~0c:i:eas:a..:!1~?
0

of dyeing cotton clothes. Rungsethaklj weaving and dyeing plant is operating the business
uuith a vision of high quality and as low price as possible to satisfy the demands of our
customers. Over the past few years, uue have Improved our production process and quality
control by acq u lrln g up-to-date technology with well-experienced staffs. Our highly trained
employees enable us to provide the customers uulth Top Quality Products and reasonable price.

Comp.any Outline

Figure 3.25.

.htaccess Script is invoked.

1
.

.
'..

.

customers. Over the past fetJIJ years, we have Improved our production process and quality
control by acquiring up-to-date technology tJ1Jlth tJ1Jelt-experlenced staffs. Our highly trained
employees enable us to provide the customers tJ1Jith Top Quality Products and reasonable price.

Company Outline

Figure 3.26.

An Encrypted Password is supplied.
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The reason why all the demonstrations for this website has been done on the
browser Internet Explorer version 5 is that some html files, home_rightfr, productl, are
differently displayed on the Netscape Navigator version 4.7. Netscape Navigator
browser is not properly displaying the website as the author planned it. See below for
some examples file displayed on the Netscape Navigator 4.7:

Rungsethakij Weaving &

A,UTHO-.t.J:S:E:O

Dyeing Factory

""~A

(""'ol.yc--,...i..,,.~

Company In.Yo
-VV-e are specialized u-. man:u.facturing the cotton fabric. which VV'ill be reproduced a van.ety

kinds of clothes. including jeans. pants. shirts. duvets. and so on. -VVe also provide service
o f dyeing cotton clothes

Ru.ngsethakij weaving and dyeing plant 1s operatlng the business

with a vts1on ot-1-ugh quality and as low p:nce as poss1ble to satisfy the demands of our

Figure 3.27.

Index.html File.

RSK.

Welcome To Aunosethaklt Weaving Company

AUTHORISED AREA
(«nofylf"'r"...-.,.~

Company Outline

Estabhshed in: 1970
Sta.ff 130
Business Type. l:v.Ianufactu.r-e, \,;Vholesaler

Figure 3.28.

Index.html File.
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3.3

Chapter Review

This report has a case study concerning about a Weaving and dyeing company.
The company wants to make its own company website to promote their product on the
Internet and needs to set the restricted area that has enough security to protect
unauthorised user from this area. This restricted area is only for their sales staffs to
check the latest products' prices list.
The report showed the demonstration and implementation to fulfil all the
requirements of the company by using website developing tools and server script files to
create the web site and make security to it. Two methods of making security have been
done for this.
Web site diagram was created to make the reader more understand. All the results
of this, web site screen have been captured and shown in sequence. Although there were
two methods to make the security, the entire website were still the same but the
authorised area.
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IV.

REVIEW AND EVALUATE EXPERIMENT & RESULTS

This chapter's aim is to review and evaluate the implementation of developing a
website for a company in the case study and finally this paper will suggest a better way
that should have been adopted for a more secure website.

4.1

Reviews and Evaluation of Implementation Area

4.1.1 User Interactive Area
On this website, the author would like to demonstrate how a customer interacts
with company website through the inquiry form. This interaction is done through scripts
and programs that use common gateway interface to create interactive programs on your
Web pages. Common gateway interface is also widely known as CGI. CGI is simply the
interface between the Web page or browser and the Web server that runs the program.
Most of the CGI scripts are done via forms. "CGI is the connection (or interface)
between a form on a Web page and the Web server."
The author uses CGI scripts to achieve the purpose of getting the customer's
inquiry from a website. All these CGI scripts are put into the HTML source code of the
inquiry_form.html file. All the scripts of this file can be found in Appendices part. The
input tag (<input>) is mostly used in the form of the inquiry_form.html file because the
author needs a several kinds of customer's information, including sex, first name, last
name, company name and so forth.
Nevertheless, the author still needs some required fields of information, which the
customers need to supply in the forms, otherwise the customers will not be able to
successfully submit it. These fields include customer's first name, customer's last name,
job title, company name, fax number, email address, and customer address.
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There are two methods of sending information from the form to the server,
including "GET and POST". "Get" method sends information included in the URL
to the server in one step.
It is best used for forms where the information is not secure (as it can be seen in

the URL), and the amount of information passed is small. Get requests are useful if you
want to call a CGI from a link, whereas "POST" method sends the form information in
the HTTP environment. It is a little more secure, in that your readers cannot see it
directly (although it is sent in clear text, so it can be "hijacked"). The post method sends
the data to the server in two steps. Firstly, the browser contacts the server and after the
contact is made, it sends the information. It is best used when you have a lot of
information to pass (either text areas, or just a lot of fields.)
From the paragraph above, the author decides to use "POST" method to send the
information from customers to the servers because a company's form requires many
information from a customers and also "POST" method provides the company website
more security when compared with "GET" method.
A company's website also provides a success page for the customers who supply
all the required input fields to the company. An error page will be shown whenever any
required input field has not been supplied by the customers once a customer pressed
submit button. An error page shows all the missed fields that the customers should have
supplied.
Once a customer got a success page, the scripts perform sending information,
which is supplied in the form by the customer, to the company email address. An
author's email address is used instead of the actual company's email address to test in
this case.
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Problem
( 1)

The success page (Figure 3 .21) and error page (Figure 3.20) the author
created for the customer has not come out after submitted button is pressed.
Only success page and error page of the server appear. (Figure 3.18, 3 .19)

(2)

The authors created a text file called messagel.txt (shown in Appendices) for
keeping all information the customers supplied in an orderly tidy form. This
text file has to be sent via email to the author's email address but
unfortunately the author get only the unarranged email that has been sent
from the server. The arranged text file, which all orderly tidy customer's
information is kept, is not sent at all.

All these problems may arise because the server used unallowed user's own
success or error page and arranged text files.
4.1.2 Security Area (Approach I VS. Approach II )
There are two approaches implemented in the last chapter to improve the security
of the company's website by controlling access to certain parts of the website. For the
case study of this paper, the company wanted to make general information public, but
only wanted to make specific information, which is the online updated prices of
products, available to the sales staffs and authorised persons of the company.
The first method employed JavaScript and Frames to implement the security,
whereas the second method integrated .htaccess file and .htpasswd file in a new
directory of the websites.
This paper is going to evaluate the two experimental implementations that have
been done in the last chapter. Both of them are basically based on a usemame and
password requirement method. However these two methods used completely different
approaches to fulfil the security requirements for the website. The two methods of
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implementations have their own strengths and weaknesses so they are going to be
discussed as follows.
The first method, the author made the use of frame and JavaScript to give security
to the websites. Anyone who wants to access the restricted area needs to provide a valid
usemame and password. But the password provided by the users is not encrypted at all.
This is a basic method to protect the website. The strengths and weaknesses are
discussed as follows:
Strength
(1)

Easy to implement, just use Java script and frame layout to create the
website.

(2)

Good enough for general users to protect the security area. The protection is
created by using the frames and JavaScript. The basic Internet users who are
surfing this website will not be able to know what the restricted area file is,
because the first method is using frames management so there is no way to
see the file name of the secret data on the location bar of browser while the
secret file has been opened. It will show only the home page file name of
that page. (Figure 3.6) Moreover, JavaScript is used to give security and set
the message on the status bar to be "Only for sale staffs" and hide the actual
page file name that is going to be loaded. (Figure 3.5)

(3)

This Java script code can be used with multiple users. In other words, this
code can be set for as many users and sale staff we may want.

(4)

This method is a client-side approach, which can be run anytime even when
the server application is down.
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Weakness
(1)

No encryption. The password is a plain-text message, which has not been
encrypted so it is easy to be seen by others who are unauthorised persons.

(2)

Weak protection and easily cracked. It will be very easy to crack the
password files by an expert hacker. The hacker can view the source code of
the left_frame.html and then see where the password file is kept and view
source code of the password file through his browser. The password file
contains all the valid usemames and passwords within a JavaScript.
Therefore if anyone can see this source code, he or she will be able to get
access to restricted page.

(3)

No authentication. This method cannot check or ensure who is getting access
to that page is an authorised or valid person.

The second approach employed the Apache web server .htaccess and .htpasswd
scripts. The Apache project is "a collaborative software development effort aimed at
creating a robust, commercial-grade, featureful, and freely-available source code
implementation of an HTTP(Web server)." Apache server application is today more
widely used than all other web servers' applications combined.
Both .htaccess and .htpasswd scripts are available on many websites nowadays.
The web-based user authentication using .htaccess and .htpasswd is used for controlling
access to certain parts of your certain directories in your website files. There are many
strengths, and just a few weaknesses presented when compared with the first method.
There are two types of method of controlling the access to a restricted area, including
Basic Access Control, and User Based Access Control.
Basic Access Control
This is a standard code for basic access control of .htaccess file:
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~

AuthUserFile /dev/null
AuthGroupFile /dev/null

This is where the exact path of the .htgroup file

---1~-This is where the exact path of the .htpasswd file

Authname "This is not a restricted

area'~ This is what message title will
be appear on the authorized
pop up window.

AuthType Basic
<Limit GET>
order allow,deny
allow from all
</Limit>
We can change the allow and deny options to whatever we want such as:
<Limit GET>
order allow,deny
Deny from all
Allow from freeserve.com
</Limit>
or
<Limit Get>
order allow,deny
allow from all
deny from freeserve.com 192.168.12.
</Limit>
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User based access control
This method of access restriction is implemented by the use of a username and
password. By using two additional files, people can be granted access either by
username and group membership. These two files are conventionally called .htpasswd
and .htgroup but they can be any name specified in the .htaccess file.
The examples of code based on this control are as follows:
AuthUserFile /dev/null
AuthGroupFile /dev/null
Authname "This is a restricted area"
AuthType Basic
<Limit GET>
order allow,deny
allow from all
require user Alice
reqmre group managers
satisfy any
</Limit>
This rule will deny everyone EXCEPT Alice or the group managers. From the
.htaccess file above, .htgroup file might be like this :
Admin:Carol
Managers:Ted Carol
Staff: Bob Ted Carol Alice
And .htpasswd file(Usemame: Password) are as follows:
Bob:ZuvJ gtYP7*7Viy
Ted:ddfdliTkd88
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Carol:HwrJPusl.d
Alice: Uorld.dnO?kjd
All the passwords in this file are already encrypted from the encryption programs
from the website in the first place and then just copy all the encrypted password to the
.htpasswd file.
Strength
(1)

The password of all the authorised are encrypted in the password file.
Moreover when the users enter the password via their browser, all the
password messages are encrypted by the symbol of

* whereas

in the first

approach all the password being put are plain-text messages.
(2)

Difficult to be cracked. Due to the use of encryption and inability of seeing
the source code of .htaccess and .htpasswd file via the browsers. Although
unfortunately some hackers can get these files, it will be still very difficult
to crack the encrypted password that is in the.htpasswd file.

(3)

Very strong protection when compared with the first approach.

(4)

Simple to implement. Only short source code files, which are htaccess and
htpasswd are required. Especially in the .htpasswd file we can only put the
authorised username and password, there is no language programming
required. The source codes of these two files are included in the appendix.

(5)

Multiple or group of authorised user can access the page with different
passwords.

(6)

Good authentication, it means this method can control access to the restrict
area for many users. This can be restricted by setting who is to be allowed or
denied or even which domain name server or domain IP address being used by
the user wanting to get into the restricted area are allowed or denied.
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Weakness
(1)

This method is based on a server-side application so if the server's
application malfunctions, the .htaccess and .htpasswd file will not be able to
run properly. Moreover, not every server allows using the server-side scripts
to protect their site from the faulty scripts.

(2)

Not completely safe. Because this method has been published on the
Internet it definitely attracts many hackers who try to find out how to crack
it. Consequently, an experienced hacker can easily get past this security
feature anyway. The prospective attacker for this website might be so-called
"corporate raiders"(refer to the chapter 2) who want to break into computers
primarily for information. He or she might be asked to break into the
company system by a company's competitors.

4.2

Conclusion for Two Approaches

In conclusion, although the security protection of these two methods is not
completely safe for the Internet today as they cannot guarantee that it will be free from
hacking in the future, they are only basic ideas of how to protect any site on the Internet.
How safe a website they want depends on how important data inside the restricted area
is.
For the case study website, the two approaches implemented might be good
enough for that. There is no requirement for very strong security in the websites because
only the need for sales staffs to check the updated price at any time is required. The
online updated price in the case study is not very sensitive data. It does not make any
serious suffering to a company if any other people can see it. However, it is not a very
good idea if anyone can get access to that page without authorisation, especially if the
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company's competitors know the price of the company products, they can reduce their
price to gain the competitive advantage over the company.
However, the second approach would be suggested to implement in the real world
rather than the first one because of the higher security aspects introduced.
4.3

Recommend for Future Research

More security in the company's website are definitely needed if the company
wants to improve their service and products such as ordering the products online,
making a database of the customers profiles online and so forth. Any other concern
about modem Internet security solutions, including encryption as used by secure socket
layer (SSL), firewalls, and Java a more security-programming tool, should be made
aware of later.
One of the most popular security languages programming for the Internet is Java.
Java appears to be an emerging standard for embedding programs into Web pages.
Java's security is better than most of the other Internet programming tools. Since Java
was created, it has developed itself over time. There are many features provided by
different version of Java security, including safety from malevolent programs, nonintrusive, authenticated, encrypted, audited, well-defined, verified, well behaved. All the
Java versions (1.0, 1.1, 1.2, and recently 2.0) were introduced to make a secure system
via the Java Sandbox model.
The idea behind this model is to provide a specified area or environment where
the program can play. It is responsible for protecting a number of resources, and it does
so at a number of levels. The resource could be anything in the typical machine, for
instance CPU, the screen, the keyboard, and mouse, memory, web server and so on.
Although Java, security-wise and the write-once-run-anywhere technology, may have
security built in, some authors still think that Java is not safe enough for the real world
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and should carry on improvement. David F.Carr said, "Java's security needs to be
improved in several ways. Some of the improvements would fix small, localized bugs,
while others require significant changes in the structure of the Java system."It is also
claimed by Machrone that Java creates the potential for cross-platform security and
virus problems. He said that "The "sandbox" architecture limits the damage that Java
programs can wreak on your system, but it doesn't eliminate it. After all, you can find
some unpleasant things in a sandbox.
For example, create a thread that never stops by redefining the stop() method.
Such threads can keep on running after the applet that spawned them terminates. Often,
the only way to kill such a thread is to quit the browser. That is usually just an
inconvenience, but it can result in lost time and productivity, not to mention technical
support calls. Apart from this, threads can do a number of nasty things, such as spying
on your Web usage and mailing information on your activities back to the applet's home
site Applets can forge E-mail and harbor platform-specific viruses.
Some defenses already exist for such attacks in the newer version of Java, and
more are in the works. Therefore whenever we are going to use Java programming
language to make the security for a website, we need to know what the exact
weaknesses and strengths of that version are and try to use as latest version as possible
to avoid the faults from the older one.

4.4

Chapter Review
This chapter discussed and evaluated the previous two approaches that have been

done for making the restricted area on the websites. Compare and contrast has been
done to find out what the strength and weakness of each method. Then conclusion has
been made for these two methods. From the conclusion, it was concluded that the use of
server scripts in the second method is much safer than the use of JavaScript in first
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method. Finally, some recommendations for the future website development has been
made. Java programming, stronger encryption and even firewall and SSL were
recommended for the next step of stronger security website.
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IV.

5.1

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This conclusion has been made from listing all the important points of each part in
the previous chapters and link them together and finally rewrite them as follows.
Internet is a kind of a large communication channel, which put the rest of the
world at the reach of our computer by information interchange. Its size cannot be
specifically estimated because of its extremely rapid growth. The Internet was born
more than 30 years old and it served the military purposes in the first place. While other
networks became more popular, the importance of Internet has also been significantly
increasing from the past till present.
Although academics and industry leaders have long known about fundamental
vulnerabilities of computers connected to the Internet, these vulnerabilities have been
accommodated rather than remedied. Anyone can be a victim of Information warfare at
anytime. Every connection to the Internet holds the possibility for security problems.
Security is concerned about the terms of confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
Confidentiality is defined as privacy and secrecy. Integrity is defined as precision and
dependability of information. Availability is defined as remaining working without
interruption to access and resources provided to the Internet users.
Protection refers to a mechanism for controlling the access of programs or users to
a set of resources whereas security refers to a measure of confidence in the policies
defined for the correct management of an environment.
Data that is attacked could be both public and non-public data. And there are two
classes of data threats including compromised information secrecy and compromised
information integrity.
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Three roots of security problems include problems in system design management,
in system management, and in allocating trust appropriately.
People attacking computers are attackers. And attackers can be divided into many
categories depending on his or her motivations. However, his or her objectives can lead
to challenge, status, political gain, financial gain, and damage.
An attack is a so-called threat, which is any unauthorized action undertaken with
the intent of harming a system, including hindering, damaging, incapacitating, and
breaching to your system. An attack could occur to anyone at anytime. All the Internet
users, regular users or even superusers, are targets for the attackers.
There are a variety of attacks implemented nowadays, including password
cracking, sniffing, spoofing, hijacking, denial of service, malicious code and mobile
code, each of which is implemented with a variety of methods.
Proposed solution and security policies should start with a concrete foundation in
the form of virus protection and password integrity established before an Internet
connection is established and other security tools are used. Five levels of security tools
consist of patching and prevention of security holes, cryptographic and authentication,
firewalls, secure interfaces, and legal issues. Encryption becomes more and more
important to the Internet nowadays because it has been widely used in nearly all ebusinesses society. Although there was a new standard for stronger encryption adopted
by some organisations, there are still needs for new law in all countries on export of
stronger string encryption to make the entire business on the Internet more secure.
No global consensus for the Internet law yet, thereby there is a need for a new law
that can be applied to any country.
Continuous research for the Internet security is yet required because the new
attacks, that are never been found, is more likely to emerge everyday.
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Modern Internet security solutions, including encryption as used by secure socket
layer (SSL), firewalls, and Java programming and so on, have to be complementary to
introduce greater security.
5.2

Recommendations

Once users have realised the significance of Internet security threats, which can
cost a great deal of money within the organizations if those companies had no good
Internet security policy or implementation, the aspect of security and the threats to a
general Internet user and commercial Internet user has always been changing. The
Internet users have to understand the variety of security issues related with the Internet
and Web access in the first place. And the desired level of security must then be
proposed and implemented properly.
Keep aware of new developments and continually adjusting security tools to be
up-to-date is one way of protecting the changing attacks on the Internet.
Staying aware of new security hazards and changing the security system as needed
is another way to protect the system against intrusion.
Not only the general Internet users need to backup the sensitive or important data
in somewhere off-line and encrypt the sensitive data in case of necessity of transferring
across the network, organisations must also have effective back-up plans that recover all
data from the damages resulting from a successful attack. In addition, the organisations
must choose the effective firewalls to protect the intruder from a private network.
The users need to find a good password if password authentication is involved.
This means that the password guessed easily such as the username or date of birth
should not be used. Also the short password is not good. In other words a good
password should be quite long, a mix of numbers, characters and some symbols in order
to make it difficult to be guessed by others.
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Do not make any important transaction on the Internet, such as sending password,
credit card number, address, and other personal data without assurance on the website.
The website should be reliable and secure enough. It should provide you a good
encryption system (SSL 56 bit or above).
Governments should play their own role towards the Internet security issues.
There are various approaches to do so, including raising funds for the Internet security
research, warning Internet users of the dangers of Internet security attacks and
encouraging them to undertake simple precautionary steps. Additionally, government
should stimulate Internet suppliers to improve security in their system and also educate
government employees on how to protect the important data of a nation.
5.3

Chapter Review
All the key points for each previous chapter were listed out, linked together and

have been written into the new paragraph. Starting from the definition and the origin of
the Internet, then security and protection, data targeted, the roots of security problems,
attackers, attacks, proposed solution, and finally some recommendation were
highlighted sequentially.
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Case study
Rungsethakit Weaving and Dyeing Factory.
A renowned factory for producing the cotton fabric to reproduce many kinds of
material and products in Thailand was established in 1970. There are 3 sales offices in
Bangkok but the main office and factory is located in Samutsakom, which is one of
many provinces in Thailand nearby Bangkok. The factory provides customers with a
wide range of cotton fabric and recently also the service of dyeing the cotton products.
In the past, most of the sales were dealt with through intermediaries. While there
are nowadays many new customers from the textile companies and factories dealing
with the company without intermediaries. Therefore, the profit margin of the company
can be increased by 20%.
Customers would ask the prices of products and order the product through 3 sales
offices in Bangkok, these three sales offices have to re-contact the main office in
another province to get the latest sales price. Therefore, long distance calls involving
these contacts are required. Moreover, it is not very convenient for the customers to
make a call to find the price and end up waiting for the latest price from our sale staffs.
In the latest board meeting between the high-level management personnel and
sales staffs, the complaints from some customers about the delay of product price
inquiry were discussed. Moreover, call costs for contacting head quarters incurred a
great of expense.

The demand for the sales volume to increase was also discussed.

The problem of delays of product price inquiry was put down to inflexibility of internal
system. This means sales staff were not able to check the price straight away when they
have been asked by the customers. They need to call the head office to ensure the latest
price every time.
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Once the discussion was finished. All the committee of the company though that it
would be a good idea if the company has its own websites, which enable the company
to increase the opportunities to get more new customers and then the sales volume
would be consequently boosted. However, there is another need in the websites. Sales
staffs must be able to check the updated price of any product at anytime they want to.
Nevertheless the need for security is required for this page. Due to the need for
restriction to that area, only sales staff and authorised persons are allowed to gain access
to the restricted area for checking the updated price. Apart from the sales staff and
authorised persons, any other person must be unable to see the page.
Finally, the committee decide to list all the requirements for the websites that is to
be developed to fulfil their needs and satisfy their customers.
(1)

The websites should have a good layout that the customers can easily see
what they want to see in the website.

(2)

There should be an enquiry form in case that the customers want to know
further information that is not included in the websites.

(3)

There should be a restricted area for sales staffs and authorised people to
check the latest price of the product.

(4)

In the restricted area, there are security concerns related with it. It should be
secure enough to protect others from gaining access.
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Source code
Website source code
index.html (Macromedia dreamweaver version 3. used)

<html>
<head>
<title>RSK Weaving and Dyeing Factory </title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
</head>
<frameset rows="87,440*" frameborder="NO" border="O" framespacing="O" cols="*">
<frame name="topFrame" scrolling="NO" noresize src="logo_top.html">
<frameset cols=" 183,600*" frameborder="NO" border="O" framespacing="O" rows="*">
<frame name="leftFrame" scrolling="NO" noresize src="left_frame.html" bordercolor="#OOOOOO"
marginwidth="6" marginheight="O" frameborder="NO">
<frame name="mainFrame" src="home_rigthfr.html">
</frameset>
</frames et>
<noframes><body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
</body></noframes>
</html>
logo_top.html (Microsoft word used)
<html xmlns:v="um:schemas-microsoft-com:vml"
xmlns:o="um:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office"
xmlns:w="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word"
xmlns="http://www. w3 .org/TR/REC-html40 "><head>
<title>RSK FACTORY</title>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-874">
<meta name=Progld content=Word.Document>
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<meta name=Originator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<link rel= File-List href=" ./logo_top_files/filelist.xml">
<link rel= Edit-Time-Data href=" ./logo_top _files/editdata.mso">
<!--[if !mso]>
<style>
v\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
o\: * {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
w\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
.shape {behavior:url(#default#VML );}
</style>
<![endit]--><!--[ifgte mso 9]><xml>
<o:DocumentProperties>
<o:Author> J eera</o:Author>
<o:Template>Normal</o:Template>
<o:LastAuthor> J eera</o:LastAuthor>
<o:Revision>3</o:Revision>
<o:TotalTime> 12</o:TotalTime>
<o:Created>2000- l 0-03T22:04:00Z</o:Created>
<o:LastSaved>2000- l 0-03T22:56:00Z</o:LastSaved>
<o: Pages>2</o: Pages>
<o:Words>l l</o:Words>
<o:Characters>63</o:Characters>
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<o: Company> Rungsethakit</ o: Company>
<o:Lines> 1</o:Lines>
<o:Paragraphs> 1</o:Paragraphs>
<o:CharactersWithSpaces>77</o:CharactersWithSpaces>
<o: Version>9 .2720</o: Version>
</o:DocumentProperties>
</xml><![endif]-->
<style>
<!-I* Font Definitions*/
@font-face
{font-family: Haettenschweiler;
panose-1 :2 11 7 6 4 9 2 6 2 4;
mso-font-charset:O;
mso-generic-font-family:swiss;
mso-font-pitch:variable;
mso-font-signature:647 0 0 0 159 O;}
I* Style Definitions */
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal
{mso-style-parent: "";
margin:Oin;
margin-bottom:.000 I pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-ansi-language:EN-GB;}
@page Section 1
{size:8.5in 11.0in;
margin: l.Oin l.25in l.Oin l.25in;
mso-header-margin:. Sin;
mso-footer-margin:.5in;
mso-paper-source:O;}
div.Section I
{page: Section 1;}
-->
</style>
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax=" 1032">
<o:colormenu v:ext="edit" strokecolor="#9cf"/>
</o:shapedefaults></xml><![endit]--><!--[ifgte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapelayout v:ext=" edit">
<o:idmap v:ext="edit" data=" l "/>
</o:shapelayout></xml><! [endit]-->
</head>
<body lang=EN-US style='tab-interval:.5in'>
<div class=Section I>
<p class=Mso Normal><span sty le='mso-ansi-language: EN-US'><span
style='mso-tab-count: l '>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span></span><span
style='font-size: 14.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12. Opt;font-family:Haettenschweiler;
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'>Welcome To Rungsethakit Weaving Company</span><span
style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nb
sp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
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</span><span style='mso-tabcount:5'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[ if gte vml 1]><v:shapetype
id="_xOOOO_t75" coordsize="21600,21600" o:spt="75" o:preferrelative="t"
path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" filled="f' stroked="f'>
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter"/>
<v:formulas>
<v:f eqn="if lineDrawn pixelLineWidth O"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 1 O"/>
<v:feqn="sum 0 0@1"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @2 1 2"/>
<v:feqn="prod@3 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:feqn="prod@3 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 0 1"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @6 1 2"/>
<v:feqn="prod @7 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:feqn="sum @8 21600 O"/>
<v:feqn="prod@7 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:feqn="sum @10 21600 O"/>
</v: formulas>
<v:path o:extrusionok="f' gradientshapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect"/>
<o:Jock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"/>
</v:shapetype><v:shape id="_ xOOOO_i 1025" type="#_ x0000_t75" style='width: 1in;
height:28.5pt'>
<v:imagedata src="logo.gif' o:title="logo" gain="38011 f'
blacklevel=" 1966f'/>
</v:shape><![ endit]--><! [if !vml]><img width= I 03 height=41
src="logo.gif' v:shapes="_xOOOO_ i l 025"><! [endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><!--[if gte vml l]><v:rect id="_x0000_s1028" style='position:absolute;
margin-Jeft:-17. 7pt;margin-top:3.25pt;width:671.55pt;height:9pt;z-index: 1;
mso-position-horizontal:absolute;mso-position-horizontal-relative:char;
mso-position-vertical: ab so Jute;mso-position-vertical-re Jative: line'
fillco lor="#9cf' strokecolor="#36f'/><! [endit]--><! [if !vml]><span
style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position:relative;z-index:O;left:-24px;top:4px;
width:897px;height: 17px'><img width=897 height=l3
src=" ./logo_top_files/image003 .gif' v:shapes="_xOOOO_ s 1028"></span><! [endit]><span
style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<![endit]><o:p></o:p></span>
<Ip>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if! supportEmptyParas )>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span sty le='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if! supportEmptyParas )>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<br style='mso-ignore:vglayout' clear= ALL>
<p class=MsoNormal style='tab-stops:261.0pt'><span style='mso-ansi-language:
EN-US'><span style='mso-tabcount: l '>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
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bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
</div>
<script>
message= new Array(5);
message[O) ="Welcome to RSK Factory";
message[ I]= "Thank you for visiting our site";
message[2) ="Low price guaranteed";
message[3] ="Customers come first";
message[4) ="Hope you enjoy surfing our site";
var showmsg = true;
function nextMessage() {
if(!showmsg) {
window.setTimeout("nextMessage()",3000);
showmsg =true;
return;
}
index= Math.floor(message.length *Math.random());
window.status= message[index];
window.setTimeout("nextMessage()",3000);
}
nextM essage();
</script>
</body>
</html>

left_ frame.html (Macromedia Dreamweaver version3 used)
<html>
<head>
<style type="text/css">
<!-A: link {text-decoration: none; color:BLUE; }
A:visited {text-decoration: none; color:BLACK; }
A:active {text-decoration: none; color: #black; }
A:hover {font-weight:bold; color: ORANGE;}
A.ff {text-decoration: none; color: #000000; }
A.ff:visited {text-decoration: none; color: #000000; }
A.ff:hover
{color:#FFOOOO; }
A:ff.active {text-decoration: none; color: #000000; }
-->
</style>
<script language="JavaScript">
<!-function MM_displayStatusMsg(msgStr) { //vi .0
status=msgStr;
document.MM _return Value = true;
}
//-->
</script>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text="#OOOOFF">
<p>&nbsp;</p>
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<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif'><a href="home_rigthfr.html"
target="mainFrame"><b><font size="-2">HOME</font></b></a></font></p>
<p><font size="-2"><b><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif'><a
href="product I .html" target="mainFrame" onMouseOver="MM_ displayStatusMsg('Our products could
be produced to these finised products.');return document.MM_returnValue">PRODUCT</a></font></b>
</font></p>
<p><font size="-2"><b><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif'><a
href="password I .html" target="mainFrame" onMouseOver="MM_ displayStatusMsg('Only for our sale
staffs');return document.MM_returnValue">AUTHORISED
AREA </a></font><a href="password I .html" target=" mainframe"
onMouseOver="MM_ displayStatusMsg('Only for our sale staffs');retum document.MM_return Value">
<br>
<font size="-5">(only for sale staff)</font></a></b></font></p>
<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif'><a href="inquiry_form.html"
target="_blank"><font size="-2"><b>SEND
INQUIRY </b></font></a></font></p>
<p><a href="mailto:RSK@hotmail.com"><img src="emai!BUTTON.gif' width="89" height="26"
border=''O''></a></p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
</body>
</html>
home_rightfr.html (Microsoft word 2000 used)
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml"
xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office"
xmlns:w="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word"
xmlns="http://www. w3 .org/TR/REC-html40">
<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-874">
<meta name=Progid content=Word.Document>
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<meta name=Originator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<link rel=File-List href=" ./home_rigthfr_ files/filelist.xml">
<link rel=Edit-Time-Data href=" ./home_rigthfr_files/editdata.mso">
<!--[if! mso ]>
<style>
v\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
o\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
w\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
.shape {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
</style>
<! [endif]-->
<title>Rungsethakij Weaving &amp; Dyeing Factory</title>
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:DocumentProperties>
<o:Author> Jeera</o:Author>
<o:Template>Normal</o:Template>
<o:LastAuthor> Jeera</o:LastAuthor>
<o: Revision>8 </o: Revision>
<o:Tota1Time>43</o:Tota1Time>
<o:Created>2000-l 0-03T22:2 I :OOZ</o:Created>
<o:LastSaved>2000-l 0-I l Tl 6:50:00Z</o:LastSaved>
<o: Pages> I </ o: Pages>
<o:Words> 198</o:Words>
<o:Characters> I 134</o:Characters>
<o:Company>Rungsethakit</o:Company>
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<o:Lines>9</o:Lines>
<o:Paragraphs>2</o:Paragraphs>
<o:CharactersWithSpaces>l392</o:CharactersWithSpaces>
<o: Version>9 .2720</o: Version>
</o:DocumentProperties>
</xml><! [endif]-->
<style>
<!-/*Font Definitions */
@font-face
{font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
panose-1 :2 11 3 6 3 1 1 1 1 3;
mso-font-charset:O;
mso-generic-font-family:swiss;
mso-font-pitch:variable;
mso-font-signature:3 0 0 0 1 O;}
!* Style Definitions */
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal
{mso-style-parent: "";
margin:Oin;
margin-bottom: .0001 pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-ansi-language:EN-GB;}
hl
{mso-style-next:Normal;
margin:Oin;
margin-bottom: .0001 pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
page-break-after: avoid;
mso-outline-level: 1;
font-size: 18.0pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-font-kerning:Opt;}
h2
{mso-sty le-next: Normal;
margin-top:Oin;
margin-right:-3.9in;
margin-bottom:Oin;
margin-left:Oin;
margin-bottom: .0001 pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
page-break-after: avoid;
mso-outline-level:2;
font-size: 16.0pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
font-weight: normal;}
h3
{mso-style-next:N ormal;
margin-top:Oin;
margin-right:-3. 9in;
margin-bottom:Oin;
margin-left:Oin;
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margin-bottom:.0001 pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
page-break-after: avoid;
mso-outline-level:3;
font-size: 16.0pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";}
a:link, span.MsoHyperlink
{color: blue;
text-decoration:underline;
text-underline:single;}
a:visited, span.MsoHyperlinkFollowed
{color: purple;
text-decoration: under Ii ne;
text-underline:single;}
@page Section I
{size:8.5in 11.0in;
margin: l.Oin 207.0pt l.Oin .Sin;
mso-header-margin:.5in;
mso-footer-margin: .5 in;
mso-paper-source:O;}
div.Section I
{page: Section 1;}
-->
</style>
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax="l047">
<o:colormenu v:ext="edit" strokecolor="#36f'/>
</o:shapedefaults></xml><! [endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapelayout v:ext="edit">
<o:idmap v:ext="edit" data=" I"/>
</o:shapelayout></xml><! [endif]-->
</head>
<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=purple style='tab-interval:.5in'>
<div class=Sectionl>
<hl><!--[if gte vml 1]><v:line id="_xOOOO_s 1040" style='position:absolute;
z-index:4;mso-position-horizontal:absolute;mso-position-vertical:absolute'
from="-3.45pt,-2.05pt" to="-3.45pt,41 l.95pt" strokecolor="#36f'
strokeweight=" 1.5 pt"/><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;
pos ition:relative;z-index:3 '><span style='position:absolute;left:-7px;
top:-5px;width:5px;height:557px'><img width=5 height=557
src=" ./home_rigthfr_files/imageOO l .gif' v:shapes="_xOOOO_s 1040"></span></span><! [endif]><span
style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Rungsethakij Weaving &amp; Dyeing
Factory</h I>
<h l><! [if! supportEmptyParas ]>&nbsp;<! [endif]><o:p></o: p></h l>
<h l><!--[if gte vml 1]><v:shape id="_xOOOO_s I 037" style='position:absolute;
margin-left: l 3 l .55pt;margin-top:6pt;width:252pt;height:8. 95 pt;z-index:3;
mso-position-horizontal:absolute;mso-position-vertical :ab so lute' coordsize=" 6000, 1"
path="m0,016000,0e" filled="f' strokecolor="silver" strokeweight=" l .5pt">
<v:path arrowok="t"/>
</v:shape><! [end if]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position:
absolute;z-index:2;margin-left: 173 px;margin-top:6px;width:34 l px;height:5px'><img
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width=341 height=5 src=" ./home_rigthfr_ files/image002.gif' v:shapes="_xOOOO _s 1037"></span><!
[endif]><span
sty le='font-size: 16.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;color:#333333 '><span
style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Company Info<o:p></o:p></span></hl>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-fam ily: "Courier New" ;mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas ]>&nbsp;<!
[endif]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span> We are specialized
in manufacturing the cotton fabric, which will be reproduced a variety<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>kinds of clothes,
including jeans, pants, shirts, duvets, and so on. We also provide service<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>of dyeing cotton
clothes. Rungsethakij weaving and dyeing plant is operating the business<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>with a vision of high
quality and as low price as possible to satisfy the demands of our <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>customers. Over the past
few years, we have improved our production process and quality <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>control by acquiring
up-to-date technology with well-experienced staffs. Our highly trained <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: 11.Spt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New" ;mso-ansi-language: EN-US'><span sty le="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>employees enable us to
provide the customers with Top Quality Products and reasonable price. <span
style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal sty ie='margin-right:-3. 9in'><span style='font-size: 11. 5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<! [endif]><o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<h2><!--[if gte vml 1]><v:line id="_xOOOO_s 1034" style='position:absolute;
z-index:2;mso-position-horizontal:absolute;mso-position-vertical:absolute'
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from=" l 3 l .55pt,6.05pt" to="383 .55pt,6.05pt" strokecolor="silver"
strokeweight=" I .5pt"/><! [endit]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;
position:absolute;z-index: 1;margin-left:l73px;margin-top:6px;width:34 I px;
height:5px'><img width=341 height=5 src=" ./home_rigthfr_files/image003.gif'
v:shapes="_xOOOO_s 1034"></span><![endit]><!--[if gte vml l]><v:shapetype id="_x0000_t75"
coordsize="21600,21600" o:spt="75" o:preferrelative="t" path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe"
filled="f' stroked="f'>
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter"/>
<v:formulas>
<v:f eqn="if lineDrawn pixelLineWidth O"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 1 O"/>
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @l "/>
<v:f eqn="prod @2 I 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixel Width"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 0 l "/>
<v:f eqn="prod @6 I 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @8 21600 O"/>
<v:feqn="prod@7 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:feqn="sum@lO 21600 O"/>
<Iv: formulas>
<v:path o:extrusionok="f' gradientshapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect"/>
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"/>
</v:shapetype><v:shape id="_xOOOO_sl 043" type="#_x0000 _t75" style='position:absolute;
margin-left:248 .5 5pt;margin-top: 15 .25 pt; width: 13 5pt;height: 89. 95pt;z-index: 5;
mso-position-horizontal: absolute;mso-position-vertical: absolute' stroked="t"
strokecolor="#969696">
<v:imagedata src="sanxuat3.jpg" o:title="sanxuat3"/>
</v:shape><! [end it]--><! [if! vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position:
absolute;z-index:4;margin-Ieft:329px;margin-top: l 8px;width: l 83px;height: 123px'><img
width=350 height=l 98 src="sanxuat3 .jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO _s 1043"></span><! [endit]><b><span
style='color:#333333'><span style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Company Outline<o:p></o:p>
</span></b></h2>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-family:"Courier New";mso-ansi-Ianguage:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3 .9in'><span style='font-size: l 1.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12. Opt; font-family:" Abadi MT Condensed Light" ;mso-bidi-font-fami ly:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Established in: l 970<o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:" Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Staff: 130<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12. Opt; font-family:" Abadi MT Condensed Light" ;mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Business Type:
Manufacture, Wholesaler<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNorrnal style='margin-right:-3 .9in'><span style='font-size: l 1.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family: "Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
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yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Market: Thailand,
Malaysia, and Singapore<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l 1.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Main Product: Cotton
Fabric<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size:l2.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New" ;mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<! [endif]><o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<h3><!--[ifgte vml l]><v:line id="_xOOOO_sl033" style='position:absolute;
z-index: 1;mso-position-horizontal:absolute;mso-position-vertical:absolute'
from=" 129.75pt,6.75pt" to="383.55pt,6.75pt" strokecolor="silver"
strokeweight=" l .5pt"/><! [endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;
position:absolute;z-index:O;margin-left: 171 px;margin-top:7px;width:343px;
height:5px'><img width=343 height=5 src=" ./home_rigthfr_ files/image006.gif'
v:shapes="_ xOOOO_ s 1033 "></span><! [endif]><span style='color:#333333'><span
style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span>Contact Info<o:p></o:p></span></h3>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-bidi-font-family: "Courier New" ;mso-ansi-language: EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp; <!
[endif]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size:l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Rungsethakij Weaving
&amp; Dyeing Factory<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: 1l .5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Address: 90/91 Moo.7,
Tasai, Mueng district, Samutsakorn, Thailand, 10700<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l 1.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Tel : 663-4-42447 l-3<o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Fax: 663-4-424471 <o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: 11.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size:12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New" ;mso-ansi-language: EN-U S'><span sty le=" mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Sales offices : Bangkok,
Thailand<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size:l l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
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"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Tel:
662-4688842,662-4688205,662-468365 l <span style='mso-tab-count: l '>&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p>
</o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: 11.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>URL : <a
href="http://www.rungsethakij.com/">http://www.rungsethakij.com</a><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-right:-3.9in'><span style='font-size: 1 l.5pt;
mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-bidi-font-family:
"Courier New";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>Email : RSK@hotmail.com<b><o:p>
</o:p></b></span></p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

productl.html (Microsoft word 2000 used)
tml xmlns:v="urn:schemas-m icrosoft-com:vml"
xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office"
xmlns:w="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:word"
xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40">
<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-874">
<meta name=Progld content= Word.Document>
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<meta name=Originator content="Microsoft Word 9">
<link rel= File-List href=" ./productl _files/filelist.xml">
<link rel= Edit-Time-Data href=" ./productl _files/editdata.mso">
<!--[if !mso]>
<style>
v\: * {behavior: url( #default#VML ); }
o\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
w\: * {behavior: ur I(#default#VML ); }
.shape {behavior:url(#default#VML); }
</style>
<![endif]--><!--[ifgte mso 9]><xml>
<o: DocumentProperties>
<o:Author>Jeera</o:Author>
<o:Template>Normal</o:Template>
<o:LastAuthor> Jeera</o:LastAuthor>
<o:Revision>5</o:Revision>
<o:Tota!Time>32</o:Tota1Time>
<o:Created>2000- l 0-04Tl 4:28:00Z </o:Created>
<o:LastSaved>2000-10-08TI 9:55:00Z</o:LastSaved>
<o: Pages> 2 </o: Pages>
<o:Words>80</o:Words>
<o: Characters>457 </ o: Characters>
<o:Company>Rungsethakit</o:Company>
<o:Lines>3</o:Lines>
<o:Paragraphs> 1</o:Paragraphs>
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<o:Characters WithSpaces>56 l </o: Characters With Spaces>
<o: Version>9 .2720</o: Version>
</ o: DocumentProperti es>
</xml><! [end if]-->
<style>
<!-/* Font Definitions *I
@font-face
{font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
panose-1:2113 63 11I13;
mso-font-charset:O;
mso-generic-font-family:swiss;
mso-font-pitch:variable;
mso-font-signature:3 0 0 0 I O;}
I* Style Definitions */
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, div.MsoNormal
{mso-style-parent: "";
margin:Oin;
margin-bottom:.0001 pt;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
font-size: 12.0pt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-fareast-font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-ansi-language:EN-GB;}
hl
{mso-style-next:Normal;
margin-top:Oin;
margin-right:Oin;
margin-bottom:Oin;
margin-left: l .5in;
margin-bottom:. 000 I pt;
text-indent.Sin;
mso-pagination:widow-orphan;
page-break-after: avoid;
mso-outline-level: 1;
font-size: 12. Opt;
font-family:"Times New Roman";
mso-font-kerning:Opt;}
@page Section 1
{size:8.5in 11.0in;
margin: l.Oin l.25in l.Oin l.25in;
mso-header-margin:. 5 in;
mso-footer-margin:.5in;
mso-paper-source:O;}
div.Section I
{page: Section I;}

-->
</style>
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax=" 1036"/>
</xml><! [endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapelayout v:ext="edit">
<o:idmap v:ext="edit" data="l "/>
</o:shapelayout></xml><! [endif]-->
</head>
<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=blue style='tab-interval:.5in'>
<div class=Section 1>
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<p class=MsoNormal><!--[ifgte vml l]><v:shapetype id="_xOOOO_t75" coordsize="21600,21600"
o:spt="75" o:preferrelative="t" path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" filled="f'
stroked="f'>
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter"/>
<v:formulas>
<v:f eqn="if lineDrawn pixelLineWidth 0"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 1 O"/>
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @l "/>
<v:f eqn="prod @2 1 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 0 l "/>
<v:f eqn="prod @6 1 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixel Width"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @8 21600 O"/>
<v:feqn="prod@7 21600 pixe!Height"/>
<v:feqn="sum @10 21600 O"/>
</v: formulas>
<v:path o:extrusionok="f' gradientshapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect"/>
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"/>
</v:shapetype><v:shape id="_xOOOO_ s 1026" type="#_x0000 _t75" style='position:absolute;
margin-left:O;margin-top:O;width: 122.25pt;height: 184.Spt;z-index: 1;
mso-pos iti on-horizontal: ab so lute; mso-pos iti on-vertical: ab solute'>
<v:imagedata src="PR02.gif' o:title="PR02"/>
</v:shape><![endif]--><![if !vml]><img width=l63 height=246
src="PR02.gif' v:shapes="_xOOOO_ s 1026"><! [endif]><span
style='mso-ansi-language: EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyP aras ]>&nbsp; <! [end if]><o:p></o:p></span>
</p>
<br style='mso-ignore:vglayout' clear=ALL>
<h 1><span style='font-size: 16.0pt;mso-bidi-font-size: 12.0pt;font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light'">
Product
specification<o:p></o:p></span></hl>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-left: l .5in;text-indent:.5in'><span
style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'>We
provides the raw fabric to reproduce many kinds of <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>products.
These are the example of the product produced<span style="mso-spacerun:
yes">&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style-'font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
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&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>by
our fabric. If you are interested in our goods, and would like <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>any
further information regarding our goods. Please do not<span
style="mso-spacerun: yes">&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span sty le='mso-tabcount:4 '>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span>hesitate
to contact us. You can call us directly at 034-424471-3<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal style='margin-left:2.0in'><span style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";
mso-ansi-language:EN-US'>or send your inquiry to us by clicking <a
href="inquiry_form.html" target="_blank">here</a>. <o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[ if gte vml 1]><v:shape
id="_xOOOO_i 1025" type="#_x0000_t75" style='width:90pt;height:77.25pt'>
<v:imagedata src="foto07a.jpg" o:title="foto07a"/>
</v:shape><! [endit]--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width=l 19 height= l 05
src="foto07a.jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO_i 1025"><! [endit]><span
style='mso-tabcount:2 '>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_xOOOO_i 1026" type="#_x0000_t75" style='width:90pt;height:77.25pt'>
<v:imagedata src="foto08a.jpg" o:title="foto08a"/>
</v:shape><! [endit]--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width= 125 height= 106
src="foto08a.jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO_i 1026"><! [endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas ]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
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<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[ if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_xOOOO _i I 027" type="#_x0000 _t75" style='width:90pt;height:78pt'>
<v: imagedata src="fotoO I a.jpg" o:title="fotoO I a"/>
</v:shape><! [endit]--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width=l20 height= I 05
src="fotoO I a.jpg" v:shapes="_ xOOOO_i I 027"><! [endit]><span
style='mso-tabcount:2'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[ if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_ xOOOO_ il 028" type="#_ xOGOO_t75" style='width:9 l .5pt;height:78pt'>
<v:imagedata src="foto02a.jpg" o:title="foto02a"/>
</v:shape><![endit]--><![if !vml]><img border=O width=l26 height=l05
src="foto02a.jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO _i 1028"><! [endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoN ormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span sty Ie='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language: EN-US'><span
sty le=' mso-tabcount: 4 '>&nbs p ;&nbsp ;&nbsp ;&nbsp ;&nb sp ;&nbsp ;&nbs p;&nbsp ;&nbsp;&nbsp ;&nbsp ;&nbsp ;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span sty le='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:5'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_ xOOOO_i l 029" type="#_ xOOOO_ t7 5" style='width: l 98pt;height: 10 l .25pt'>
<v:imagedata src="pro_ l .jpg" o:title="pro_ l _35%cotton"/>
</v:shape><! [end it]--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width=254 height= 132
src="pro_ l .jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO _i l 029"><! [endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endit]><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:6'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
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bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp; </span></span><span
style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'>35%
cotton<o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><![if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endifJ><o :p></o :p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
sty le='mso-tabcount:4 '>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_xOOOO_i 1030" type="#_x0000_t75" style='width: l 86pt;height: 135pt'>
<v:imagedata src="pro_ 2.jpg" o:title="pro_ 2_ 65%cotton"/>
</v:shape><! [endifJ--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width=248 height= 176
src="pro_ 2.jpg" v:shapes="_xOOOO_i I 030"><! [endifJ><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if! supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp;<!
[endifJ><o:p></o:p></span></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:6'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp; </span></span><span
style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'>65%cotton<o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
<p c lass=Mso N ormal><span sty le='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><! [if !supportEmptyParas]>&nbsp; <!
[endifJ><o:p></o:p></span></p>

<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:4'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
</span><!--[if gte vml l]><v:shape
id="_xOOOO_i 1031" type="#_x0000_t75" style='width: l 88.25pt;height:92.25pt'>
<v:imagedata src="pro_3.jpg" o:title="pro_3 _l 00%cotton"/>
</v:shape><! [endifJ--><! [if !vml]><img border=O width=25 l height=l23
src="pro_3.jpg" v:shapes="_x0000_il03 l "><! [endifJ><o:p></o:p></span></p>
<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:5'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </span><o:p></o:p></span></p>
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<p class=MsoNormal><span style='mso-ansi-language:EN-US'><span
style='mso-tabcount:6'>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs
p;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n
bsp; </span></span><span
style='font-family:"Abadi MT Condensed Light";mso-ansi-language:EN-US'> 100%cotton<o:p></o:p>
</span></p>
</div>
</body>
</html>

password I.html (Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3. used)
<html>
<head><script language=" JavaScript">
var correctURL ="\Lock/index.html"
alert("To access the following document, you must be a"
+"sales staff only, No access for unauthorised person.\n \n At the appropriate"
+"time, enter in your usemame and password.")
var username = prompt("Enter in your username","")
var password= prompt("Enter in your password","")
if(username ==null

II password== null)

{

alert(" Authentification failed!!!")
history. back();
}
else {
var combo = username + password
var total = combo.toLowerCase()
if(total == "salesstafft4688842" II total== "jeeral 13t4688842" II total== "71828771421410250") {
alert("You passed authenification! Come right in")
location = correctURL
}
else {
alert("Authenification failed!!!")
history. back();
}
}
</script>
</head>
<body BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" TEXT="#OOOOOO" LINK="#FFOOOO" VLINK="#000080"
ALINK ="#000080">
</body>
</html>
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\Lock/index.html (Microsoft Excel 2000 used)
<html xmlns:v="um:schemas-microsoft-com:vml"
xmlns:o="um:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office"
xmlns:x="um:schemas-microsoft-com:office:excel"
xmlns="http://www. w3 .org/TR/REC-html4Q ">
<head>
<meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-874 ">
<meta name=Progld content=Excel.Sheet>
<meta name=Generator content="Microsoft Excel 9">
<link rel=File-List href=" ./index files/filelist.xml">
<link rel=Edit-Time-Data href=" ./index files/editdata.mso">
<link rel=OLE-Object-Data href=" ./index_files/oledata.mso">
<!--[if !mso]>
<style>
v\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
o\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
x\:* {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
.shape {behavior:url(#default#VML);}
</style>
<! [endif}-><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o: Docum entPro perti es>
<o:Author> Jeera</o:Author>
<o:LastAuthor> Jeera</o:LastAuthor>
<o:Created>2QQQ-l Q-13TQQ: 13:2 IZ</o:Created>
<o:LastSaved>2QQQ- l Q-13TQQ:26:23Z</o:LastSaved>
<o:Company>Rungsethakit</o:Company>
<o: Version>9 .272Q</o: Version>
</o:DocumentProperties>
<o:OfficeDocumentSettings>
<o:DownloadComponents/>
<o:LocationOfComponents HRef="file:F:\msowc.cab"/>
</o:OfficeDocumentSettings>
</xml><! [end if}->
<style>
<!--table
{mso-displayed-decimal-separator: "\.";
mso-disp layed-thousand-separator: "\,";}
@page
{margin: I.Qin .75in I.Qin .75in;
mso-header-margin:.5in;
mso-footer-margin: .5 in;}
tr
{mso-height-source:auto;}
col
{mso-width-source:auto;}
br
{mso-data-placement:same-cell;}
.styleQ
{mso-number-format:General;
text-align:general;
vertical-align: bottom;
white-space:nowrap;
mso-rotate:Q;
mso-background-source:auto;
mso-pattem:auto;
color:windowtext;
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font-size: IO.Opt;
font-weight:400;
font-style:normal;
text-decoration:none;
font-family:Arial;
mso-generic-font-family: auto;
mso-font-charset:222;
border:none;
mso-protection: locked visible;
mso-sty le-name: Normal;
mso-style-id:O;}
td
{mso-sty le-parent: styleO;
padding:Opx;
mso-ignore:padding;
color:windowtext;
font-size: IO.Opt;
font-weight:400;
font-style:normal;
text-decoration:none;
font-family:Arial;
mso-generic-font-family: auto;
mso-font-charset:222;
mso-number-format:General;
text-align:general;
vertical-align: bottom;
border:none;
mso-background-source:auto;
mso-pattern:auto;
mso-protection:locked visible;
white-space:nowrap;
mso-rotate: O;}
.xl24
{mso-style-parent:styleO;
font-weight:700;
font-family:Arial, sans-serif;
mso-font-charset:222;}
.xl25
{mso-sty le-parent: sty leO;
font-weight:700;
font-family:Arial, sans-serif;
mso-font-charset:222;
border-top: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-right: none;
border-bottom: none;
border- left: I.Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl26
{mso-style-parent:styleO;
border-top:none;
border-right: none;
border-bottom: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl27
{mso-style-parent:styleO;
font-weight:700;
font-family:Arial, sans-serif;
mso-font-charset:222;
border-top: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-right: I .Opt solid windowtext;
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border-bottom:none;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl28
{mso-style-parent: sty leO;
border-top:none;
border-right: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-bottom: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl29
{mso-style-parent:styleO;
border-top: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-right: I. Opt solid windowtext;
border-bottom:.5pt solid windowtext;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl30
{mso-sty le-parent: styleO;
border-top:.5pt solid windowtext;
border-right: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-bottom:.5pt solid windowtext;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
.xl3 l
{mso-style-parent:styleO;
border-top:.5pt solid windowtext;
border-right: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-bottom: I .Opt solid windowtext;
border-left: I .Opt solid windowtext;}
-->
</style>
<!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<x: Excel Workbook>
<x: Excel Worksheets>
<x:Exce!Worksheet>
<x:Name>Sheetl </x:Name>
<x: W orksheetOptions>
<x:Print>
<x: ValidPrinter Info/>
<x: HorizontalReso lution>-3 <Ix: Horizo nta!Reso lutio n>
<x: VerticalResol ution>O</x: VerticalResolution>
</x:Print>
<x:Selected/>
<x:Panes>
<x:Pane>
<x:Number>3</x:Number>
<x:ActiveRow> 17</x:ActiveRow>
</x:Pane>
</x:Panes>
<x:ProtectContents>False</x:ProtectContents>
<x: ProtectO bj ects> F alse</x: ProtectO bj ects>
<x: ProtectScenari os> F alse</x: ProtectScenarios>
<Ix: WorksheetOptions>
<Ix: Exce!Worksheet>
<x: Excel Worksheet>
<x:Name>Sheet2</x:Name>
<x: WorksheetOptions>
<x: ProtectContents> F alse</x: ProtectContents>
<x:ProtectObjects>False</x:ProtectObjects>
<x:ProtectScenarios>False</x:ProtectScenarios>
</x: WorksheetOptions>
</x:ExceJWorksheet>
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<x:ExcelWorksheet>
<x:Name>Sheet3</x:Name>
<x: WorksheetOptions>
<x:ProtectContents>False</x:ProtectContents>
<x:ProtectObjects>False</x:ProtectObjects>
<x:ProtectScenarios>False</x:ProtectScenarios>
</x: WorksheetOptions>
</x:Exce!Worksheet>
</x:ExcelWorksheets>
<x: WindowHeight>7305</x: Window Height>
<x: WindowWidth> 11340</x: WindowWidth>
<x: WindowTopX>360</x: WindowTopX>
<x: WindowTop Y>30</x: WindowTop Y>
<x: ProtectStructure> False</x: ProtectStructure>
<x:ProtectWindows>False</x:ProtectWindows>
</x:Exce!Workbook>
</xml><! rendif]--><!--[if gte mso 9l><xml>
<o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax=" 1026"/>
</xml><![ endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xml>
<o:shapelayout v:ext="edit">
<o:idmap v:ext="edit" data="l"/>
</o:shapelayout></xml><! [endif]-->
</head>
<body link=blue vlink=purple>
<table x:str border=O cellpadding=O cellspacing=O width=679 style='border-collapse:
collapse;table-layout:fixed;width:5 l Opt'>
<col width=l 60 style='mso-width-source:userset;mso-width-alt:585l;width:120pt'>
<col width= 173 style='mso-width-source:userset;mso-width-alt:6326;width: l 30pt'>
<col width=90 style='mso-width-source:userset;mso-width-alt:3291 ;width:68pt'>
<col width=64 span=4 style='width:48pt'>
<tr height=l 7style='height:12.75pt'>
<td height=l 7 width=l60style='height:12.75pt;width:120pt'></td>
<td width=l 73 style='width: l 30pt' align= left valign=top><!--[if gte vml 1]><v:shapetype
id="_x0000_t75" coordsize="2 l 600,2 l 600" o:spt="75" o:preferrelative="t"
path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" filled="f' stroked="f'>
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter"/>
<v:formulas>
<v:f eqn=" if lineDrawn pixelLine Width O" !>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 1 O"/>
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @l "/>
<v:f eqn="prod @2 1 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixe!Height"/>
<v:f eqn="sum @O 0 l "/>
<v:feqn="prod@6 1 2"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelWidth"/>
<v:feqn="sum @8 21600 O"/>
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixelHeight"/>
<v:feqn="sum@IO 21600 O"/>
</v:formulas>
<v:path o:extrusionok="f' gradientshapeok="t" o:connecttype="rect"/>
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"/>
</v:shapetype><v:shape id="_xOOOO _s 1025" type="#_x0000 _t75" style='position:absolute;
margin-left:. 75pt;margin-top: l 2pt;width:77.25pt;height:30 .75pt;z-index: l '>
<v:imagedata src=". /index_fi les/imageOO 1. gif' o:title=" logo"/>
<x:ClientData ObjectType="Pict">
<x:SizeWithCells/>
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<x:CF>B itmap</x: CF>
<x:AutoPict/>
</x:ClientData>
</v:shape><! [endif}-><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;
position:absolute;z-index:O;margin-left: 1px;margin-top:l6px;width: 103px;
height:4 l px'><img width= 103 height=4 l src=" ./index_files/imageOO l .gif'
v:shapes="_xOOOO_ s 1025"></span><! [endif]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout2'>
<table cellpadding=O cellspacing=O>
<tr>
<td height=l 7 width=l 73style='height:l2.75pt;width:130pt'></td>
</tr>
</table>
</span></td>
<td width=90 style='width:68pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=5 l style='height:38.25pt;mso-xlrowspan:3'>
<td height=5 l colspan=7 style='height:38.25pt;mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 7 style='height: 12. 75pt'>
<td height= 17 style='height: 12. 7 5pt'></td>
<td class=xl24 colspan=2 style='mso-ignore:colspan'>Product price list for
15/9/00</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=34 style='height:25.5pt;mso-xlrowspan:2'>
<td height=34 colspan=7 style='height:25.5pt;mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 8 style='height: 13.5pt'>
<td height=l 8 style='height: l 3.5pt'></td>
<td class=xl24></td>
<td colspan=5 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 7 style='height:l2.75pt'>
<td height=l 7style='height:12.75pt'></td>
<td class=xl25>Product</td>
<td class=xl27>Price</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l8 style='height:l3.5pt'>
<td height= 18 sty le=' height: 13. 5pt'></td>
<td class=xl26>&nbsp;</td>
<td class=xl28>&nbsp;</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height= 17 style=' height: 12. 7 5pt'>
<td height=l 7style='height:12.75pt'></td>
<td class=xl29style='border-top:none'>1. Cottonl00%</td>
<td class=xl29 style='border-top:none;border-left:none'>$ l O/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 7 style='height: 12. 75pt'>
<td height=l7 style='height:l2.75pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none'>2. Cotton65%</td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-left: none'>$7 /yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
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</tr>
<tr height=l 7 style='height:12.75pt'>
<td height= 17 style=' height: 12. 75pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none'>3. Cotton35%</td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-Jeft:none'>$5/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 7 style='height: 12. 75pt'>
<td height=J 7style='height:12.75pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none'>4. TCmixed</td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-left:none'>$3/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height= 17 style='height: 12. 7 5pt'>
<td height= 17 style='height: 12. 75pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none'>5. JO* 10 cotton</td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-left:none'>$3/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height= 17 style='height: 12. 7 5pt'>
<td height= 17 style=' height: 12. 75pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none'>6. 7*7cotton</td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-foft:none'>$4/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height=l 7style='height:12.75pt'>
<td height= 17 style='height: 12. 7 5pt'></td>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none' x:str="7. Bamboo ">7. Bamboo <ltd>
<td class=xl30 style='border-top:none;border-left:none'>$ l l/yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<tr height= 18 style='height: 13 .5pt'>
<td height= 18 style='height: 13.Spt'></td>
<td class=xl3 l style='border-top:none'>8. Duvetprint</td>
<td class=xl3 l style='border-top:none;border-left:none'>$8yard</td>
<td colspan=4 style='mso-ignore:colspan'></td>
</tr>
<![if supportMisalignedColumns ]>
<tr height=O style='display:none'>
<td width= 160 style='width: l 20pt'></td>
<td width= 173 style='width: l 30pt'></td>
<td width=90 style='width:68pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
<td width=64 style='width:48pt'></td>
</tr>
<![endif]>
</table>
</body>
</html>

inquiry_form.html (Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3. used)
<html>
<head>
<title>Inquiry form</title>
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<p><b><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">Inquiry form</font></b></p>
<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">To send the inquiries
you need to provide us your details<br>
</font></p>
<form name="inquiryform" action="/cgi-bin/cgiemail" method="post" >
<INPUT TYPE="HlDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL HTML" VALUE="thankl.html">
<INPUT TYPE="HlDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL ERROR" VALUE="errorl .html">
<INPUT TYPE="HlDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_MESSAGE" VALUE="message.txt">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL MESSAGE" VALUE="mess2.txt">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_TIMEZONE" VALUE="Asia/Bangkok">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_TIMEFORMAT" VALUE="%A,%B %e, %Y
%T">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="firstname:Please supply
your first name.">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="lastname:Please supply
your last name.">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="jobtitle:Please supply
your job description.">
<INPUT TYPE="HlDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="companyname:Please
supply your company name.">
<INPUT TYPE=" HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="faxno:Please supply your
Fax no.">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="email:Please supply your
email address.">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_INVALID" VALUE="email:You entered an
invalid e-mail address">
<INPUT TYPE="HlDDEN" NAME=" CG IEMAIL_ REQUIRED" VALUE="cusaddress: Please supply
your full address.">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="sex:You need to choose
your sex">
<INPUT TYPE="HIDDEN" NAME="CGIEMAIL_REQUIRED" VALUE="sex:You need to choose
your sex">
<br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">Mr.
<input type="radio" name=" sex" value="Mr. ">
Ms.
<input type="radio" name="sex" value="Ms.">
<br>
*First name :
<input type="text" name="firstname" size="40">
<br>
*Last name:
<input type="text" name="lastname" size="40">
</font><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-l"><br>
</font><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">*Job
title :
<input type="text" name="jobtitle">
</font><br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-! ">*Company name
<input type="text" name="companyname" size="40">
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<br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">Phone no:
<input type="text" name="phoneno">
</font> <font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 "><br>
*Fax no:
<input type="text" name="faxno">
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">*Email:
<input type="text" name=" email">
<br>
*Address :<br>
<textarea name="cusaddress" cols="40" rows="3 "></textarea>
</font></font></font> <font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">Postal
code:
<input type="text" name="postalcode" size=" 1O">
</font><br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">You are sending
Inquiries to :<br>
<input type="text" name="inquiryto" size="30" value="RSK Weaving Factory">
<br>
</font></p>
<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1">1. Inquiry
message <br>
</font><font size="-1 ">
<textarea name="inquirymess" cols="60" rows="5">Enter your inquiry here.
</textarea>
</font><br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">2. What kind
of information you need us to send them for you : </font><br>
<font face=" Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">
<input type="checkbox" name="infoneed" value="brochure">
Product Brochure<br>
<input type="checkbox" name="infoneed" value="MOQ">
Minimum Order quantity<br>
<input type="checkbox" name="infoneed" value="Deliverycost">
Delivery Cost ( charged only outside Bangkok)<br>
<input type="checkbox" name="infoneed" value="leadtime">
Delivery lead time</font><br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 "> </font></p>
<p><font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="-1 ">These information
will be sent to you as soon as possible. Thank you for your cooperation.</font></p>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p>
<input type=" submit" name=" Submit" value=" Submit">
<input type="reset" name="Submit2" value="reset">
<br>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif' size="- I">
</font> </p>
</blockquote>
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</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
<lb Jockquote>
<lb lockquote>

</form>
<font face="Georgia, Times New Roman, Times, serif'' size="-1 "></font> <font face="Georgia, Times
New Roman, Times, serif'' size="-1 ">
</font>
<p>&nbsp; </p>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p>&nbsp; </p>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
<lb Jockquote>
<lb lockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
<p> <br>
</p>
<p> <br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
</body>
</html>

error404.html (Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3. used)
<html>
<head>
<title>Untitled Document</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#CCFFFF" text="#003333">
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<blockquote>
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<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<lb lockquote>
<lb lockquote>
</blockquote>
<p><img src="CAUTION2.gif' width="74" height="64"></p>
</blockquote>
<p align=" center"> <font size="3 "><b>Web address you typed </b></font></p>
<p align=" center"><b><font size=" 3 ">Not found</font></b></p>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
<lb lockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</body>
</html>

error401.html (Developed by Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3)
<html>
<head>
<title> Untitled Document</ title>
<meta http-equiv=" Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1" >
</head>
<body bgcolor="#CCFFFF" text="#003333">
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
< /blockquote>
</blockquote>
<p><img src="C\UTION2.gif' width="64" height="64"></p>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
<p align="center"> <font size="3"><b> Unauthorized ,-\ccess ,\ttempt
</b></font></p>
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< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
< /blockquote>
</body>
</html>

.htacces file for error404 and error401(Notepad used)
ErrorDocument 404 /error404.html
Error Document 401 /error40 l .html

Customised error page (errorl.html) (Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3. used)
<html>
<head>
<title> Error page</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF">
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p><img src="CAUTION2.gif' width="64" height="64"> <Ip>
<p><font size="4"><b><font size="2">Processing Error</font></b></font></p>
<p>$cgiemail_error <Ip>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</body>
</html>
Customised success page ( thankl.html) (Macromedia Dreamweaver version 3. used)
<html>
<head>
<title>Success page</title>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type"' content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 ">
</head>
<body bgcolor="#99CCFF" text="#990099">
<p>&nbsp;</p>
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<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<p>&nbsp;</p>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<p> <font size="3" color="#OOOOOO"><b>Thank you,$firstname. Your inquiry has
been sent to us successfully. </b></font></p>
<p><font size="3" color="#OOOOOO"><b>We are trying to process your inquiry
as soon as possible. </b></font></p>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>
<blockquote>&nbsp;</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockquote>
</blockq uote>
</blockquote>
</blockq uote>
</blockquote>
</blockq uote>
</blockquote>
</body>
</html>

messagel.txt
From: "$firstname" <$email>
To: <jeeral 13@.hotmail.com>
Subject: Inquiry_form
TIME: $TIME
Sex:$sex
First name: $firstname
Last name:$lastname
Jobtitle:$jo btitle
Company name:$companyname
Phone no:$phoneno
Fax no:$faxno
Email: $email
}1.ddress:$cusaddress
Postal code:$postalcode
Inquiry message:$inquirymess
information need:$infoneed
"-\nother message to go:

.htacces file
AuthUserFile Lock/.htpasswd
AuthName "Secret document"
AuthType Basic
<Limit GET PUT POST>
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require user salesstaff
</Limit>

.htpasswd file
sales staff: d3 T8t0 .JLNKAI
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